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Introduction
Employment Law



Individual contractual relationship, not collective (labour)
One of oldest known forms of law regulated by statute.

-

14th Century England  legislation begins, reflecting desire to put a cap on employee wages (post plague).
Fundamental concern about controlling employees.
Codified in 1562: statute of artificers
Master and servant law operates into the 19th century.
Masters and Servants Act (AB, 1942): based on the master-servant model - 1950s- S. 5 of the punishment section of
the M & S act is repealed.
The factories act (AB, 1917): recognized that employment law might not be only about punishing employees, but
also about protection. Prevents child labour. Sets max 8 hour work day. Sets minimum wages.
1980s- previous statutes combined to make employment standards code.
In 2013, the master and servant law was finally repealed in Alberta.

FROM Master & servant to employment standards
-

Brito v Canac Kitchens, 2011 ONSC

(Employment law evolution)
 Big evolution in Canada in past 200 years in employment law.
 Workers in the19th Century sometimes faced jail for workplace transgressions. In other instances, legalized corporal
punishment was administered if servants displeased their masters.
 The 20th C: significant changes in the way in which workers treated.
TODAY:
 in the absence of voluntary resignation, or serious misconduct on the part of the employee, Canadian employers
must dismiss their employees with proper notice or pay in lieu thereof

Purpose of Modern Employment Standards
1.

Safety
a. Economic efficiency in making sure everyone is safe
b. Also recognizing the intrinsic worth of human beings
2. Efficiency
a. Means of resolution for complaints
b. Also economic efficiency for society, ensuring that there isn’t too much control of businesses, making
employment part of a functioning economy.
3. Clear standards
a. All employers have the same standards, so levels the playing field
b. Clear obligations reduce litigation
4. protect employees.
a. Inherent power imbalance: the amount of worth both parties have in the job is different. Code recognizes
this and accommodates accordingly.
b. Also protect reasonable expectations of both parties, ie holiday pay and vacations
CODE Preamble
- RECOGNIZING that a mutually effective relationship between employees and employers is critical to the capacity of
Albertans to prosper in the competitive world‑ wide market economy of which Alberta is a part;
- Not just about protecting workers it is also about having efficient and prosperous labour markets
- ACKNOWLEDGING that it is fitting that the worth and dignity of all Albertans be recognized by the Legislature of
Alberta through legislation that encourages fair and equitable resolution of matters arising over terms and
conditions of employment;
- REALIZING that the employee‑ employer relationship is based on a common interest in the success of the employing
organization, best recognized through open and honest communication between affected parties;
- RECOGNIZING that employees and employers are best able to manage their affairs when statutory rights and
responsibilities are clearly established and understood; and
- RECOGNIZING that legislation is an appropriate means of establishing minimum standards for terms and conditions
of employment.
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Constitutional Framework
91

(2)(a) - Unemployment insurance
(2)- trade and commerce, case law restricts, it’s parsons that dominates
(3) Tax
(5) - Postal service - federal undertaking
OTHER FED UNDERTAKINGS: (military, gov’t employees, national transportation, telecommunications)
(6) Census and statistics employees
(7) civil and other officers of the govt of Canada
(9) Lighthouses
(15,16) banks
(10)(c) - the federal gov’t can declare a local undertaking as an area of general advantage of CAN or for the advantage
of two or more provinces under this section
railways, military, civil servants, light house attendants, grain elevators (s.76 of what board act), atomic energy, POGG
- air travel, telecommunications, broadcasting.
Fed jurisdiction notes:
Canada Labour Code (employment law and labour law included)
s. 2 defines federal work, undertaking, or business
o also has a power not in the ESC. 242(b)- power of arbitrator to reinstate an employee.

92
(13) - property and civil rights covers employment - Parsons says 92(13) covers contracts and employment is based
on a contractual relationship
(16) – local or private nature
Constitutional line of cases

PROVINCIAL
Parsons 1881
-

Provinces have jurisdiction to regulate contracts, including employment contracts.

Snider 1925

- Privy counsel rejects federal attempt to enact labour regime (conciliation act), no double aspect doctrine
- said fed couldn’t regulate employees outside of federal employees, confirms parsons
New Deal Cases, 1937
- regulation of minimum wages is provincial jurisdiction - however, in Stevedoring Ref, the Court says that the feds
have jurisdiction over federal undertakings IE INTL - There have been further attempts to bring the feds into employment regulation (e.g., Ref re Anti-Inflation – feds
successfully argue POGG, national emergency, but power is only temporary)
Northern Telecom (1980 SCC)
Provinces govern labour and employment relations. Exception: federal jurisdiction b/c of inter-jurisdictional immunity:
- Canada Labour Code applies to Bell Employees: engaged in telecommunications that cross provincial borders.
- Core features of federal undertaking must be protected by IJI – includes employment relations
- There are still cases in which the division is not clear (e.g., airports – air traffic controllers, pilots, etc., fall under
Canada Labour Code – but what about the workers paving the runway? – inside or outside the core features of federal
undertaking? – Court said paving is outside the castle, so provincially regulated)
Tessier (SCC 2012)
GENERAL RULE: Presumption in favour of provincial jurisdiction over employment under s.92(13):

FEDERAL
Tessier 2012
-

Legislation respecting employment is presumptively Provincial since it engages 92(13)
Federal jurisdiction arises in 2 circumstances
1. Direct federal labour jurisdiction: individuals who work for a federal undertakings.
2. Derivative jurisdiction: individuals don’t work directly for a federal undertaking but their work is an integral part
Ex. Trucking Company with 90% of their business for Canada Post: provincially regulated presumptively but derivative
jurisdiction applies. They have to be all in. the co can’t have some EE under different regimes unless we’re dealing with the
following:
5

Ex. Hotel in victoria
- Owners Fed regulated, the railway co. But the employees of hotel is a separate entity, they’re provincially regulated
- if the corp structure is sufficiently distinct, you can have some prov governed and some fed governed

Consolidated Fastfrate 2009
-

POGG
-

Consolidating freight across Canada to make it cheaper, employees stay in their respective cities.
Look to the presumption. Tessier and Telecom: Prov presumption.
The employees aren’t moving provinces so Prov, but Binnie argues in the minority that the business is interprovincial
shipping. So direct federal regulation. Just b/c subcontracting out, doesn’t mean not shipping across borders.
Federal jurisdiction over aeronautics, telecommunications, etc.

Chapter 1: The Nature of Employment
1.1 Who is an Employee
-

Defined by statutory definitions and the common law
Other statutes define employee (OHS, Human rights, safety legislation), ESC tends to take a narrower approach

ESC s. 1
(K): employee: means an individual employed to do work who receives or is entitled to wages and includes a
former employee;
-

KEY point: the common law is incorporated to fill the legislative gap. The key word in the definition is “employed”.
The common law establishes this meaning.
Who isn’t: agents, directors, shareholders, partners, independent contractors.

Why it matters
1.

Access to ESC & other legislation:
a. Main benefits: Reasonable notice pay and Minimum wage.
b. Also employment insurance (under that legislation)
2. Common law protections conferred on employees:
a. Reasonable notice, payment in lieu of.
3. Vicarious liability
a. Different liability if employee or contractor
4. The law protects those who need protecting
a. The law wants to protect those who need protection because of the power imbalance and a person’s
dependence on their employment. These concerns aren’t as significant with IC, who have more autonomy
b. Preamble of ESC: employment is a commodity in a market economy. Parties should have ability to
negotiate contracts to determine worth. But note that employment is part of self worth and
understanding of self.
5. Tax: source deductions for EEs, not for IC

1.2 Employee v Independent contractor
-

There’s a Spectrum of employment, from EEs  Dependent Contractors  Independent Contractors
Dependent contractor: category created for new situations ex. Hairdresser, truckers for 1 company. Where there is
income reliance in a nearly exclusive relationshp. Entitled to reasonable notice (Pennock) as long as K doesn’t exclude.
- Independent contractors: not entitled to reasonable notice, no economic reliance
- ICs can still have contracts, just not an employment one.
The Changing workplace
- With job sharing, more remote working, who an employee is more difficult to establish.
- Its good for employers to save money and make people independent contractors. Then they don’t have to give
reasonable notice pay etc.
- It could be good for employee as well. Flexibility, economic incentives. Can deduct taxes as a businessperson
(home office, car payments etc.)
- The traditional case law has had to adapt for this new reality.
- Principle is that you have to ask whether the individual needs protection of the employment relationship
- Why would ERS IC label?: less red tape, and entitlements when not protected by employment relationship
- Why would someone want to be an IC? Tax benefits/advantages, not limited to work for one ER
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1.3 Case law re Employee Relationship
Sagaz SCC 2001
(Determining EE/ER relationship)
- No one conclusive test, Must look to the totality of the relationship. This is a contextual analysis
- Generally comes down to Control and economic dependence
- Look to the intentions of the parties as objectively manifested in their conduct:
- Factors to consider:
1. Control**
2. Exclusivity
3. Ownership of Tools
4. Remuneration Method
5. Risk and Reward
6. Integration
 Evolution: Sagaz expands Montreal locomotive: 4 part test, control, tool ownership, chance of profit and risk of loss.
Control is different now with remote workers, Administrative control is the essential point. (when work is to be done,
setting priorities, allocating resources are indicia of control)
Questions to determine the Sagaz Test
1. administrative control:
a. Does the ER establish your priorities, also how things should be done. What about normal working hours?
b. Other indicia of ER/EE relationship? Termination protocols, vacation protocols, employment contract, when
you’re paid
2. Exclusivity:
a. Is there a restrictive covenant on your work? Are you permitted to seek contractual work elsewhere?
b. less exclusive less likely to be an employee
3. ownership of tools:
a. Who purchased the tools that you use on an everyday business
4. Type of remuneration
a. Benefits? Tax deductions from employer?
5. Risk/Reward:
a. Ability to subcontract is a characteristic here.
b. Independent contractors bear the risk for losses
6. Integration (service provider not recipient POV)
a. How integrated are you in the business structure. The more essential they are to the business operations or
finances  more likely they’re an EE
None of these tests are conclusive, court retains discretion. Identify nature of relationship in written contract, but not binding

Permit Pro v Booth [2007] AJ N 1060 (QB)
ONUS on person asserting EE status to prove.

Pennock v United Farmers [2008] AJ 837 (CA)
(Dependent Contractors in AB)
- If you’re a dependent contractor, you may be entitled to reasonable notice so long as K doesn’t exclude it.
- Economic dependence makes a dependent contractor
- When the contract is silent on reasonable notice:
- Independent C-no notice
- Dependent- entitled to CL reasonable notice

Therrien v True North Properties (grenon), 2007 ABQB
(Independent Contractor vs. Employee/Constructive Dismissal)
Key point: Establishment of EE/ER relationship is a prerequisite to an action for wrongful dismissal.
Facts
- T is an accountant that practiced as a partner for 25 years. T sold his partnership to work for G’s companies after
being approached. Discussed a length of employment of 10 years (until T’s retirement); this was a major factor in T
accepting. T asked to be paid through his professional corporation in order to minimize his taxes. G agreed. T worked
for Gagnon for a year. Cash problems  told T that he would be finished/reduced to part-time. T gave G a letter from
his lawyer. G became angry and this was the end of their working relationship.
Issue: EE or IC?
Decision: Therrien was an EE. Court applied the sagaz test. Came down to two factors, economic dependence and control
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Reasoning:
- Integration: G controlled T, T was reporting to lots of people. He was billing to a bunch of different parts of the company.
He was working a regular shift. T did not receive benefits, similar to contractors working for G. However, the contractors
worked on a part-time and on-call basis, while T worked full-time at a set salary.
- Lured away from other employment: if you’re giving up something secure, its likely you thought you were doing to
something secure. This speaks to the common intention of the parties and bolsters argument that they had an oral
agreement
- Basically exclusive: he’s doing minimal work for others, didn’t feel free to work for others, two small retainer for former
clients.
- Control: he was seeking permission to do things. He didn’t have independence, couldn’t hire or fire people. G controlled
the actions of T, including his work prioritization and office hours.
- Dealing with the professional company payment: it was form, not the substance of the relationship. Sure its illegal, but he’s
still an employee.

Beyond Employees and Independent Contractors: Article

Langille and Davidov- article
 Employee status is a gateway to certain common law and statutory legal protections, e.g. right to sue for wrongful
dismissal, union status, minimum wage, etc.
 Cultural and technological developments are changing the nature of the relationship between worker and employer,
e.g. decentralized workplaces, rise of self-employment, multiple-job holders, etc.
 Employee may not be capable of definition (conditions for including only class members and excluding all non-class
members).
 Employment should be understood in a purposive fashion, i.e. as a concept used to protect workers in certain
circumstances. Emphasizes substance of the relationship over form.
 If economic dependency puts the worker in need of protection and justifies placing responsibility on the employer,
then the worker should be considered an employee.

Chapter 2: The Employment Contract
2.1 Terms of the employment contract










Written (Contract): Starting point for analysis
Oral (equally binding)
o presents unique challenges, like interpretation and agreement over terms - ie evidence
o still subject to offer/acceptance/consideration
o written and oral terms can be co-mingled
Implied by Law
o Reasonable notice for termination:
 if ER terminates without cause, must give reasonable notice of termination which can be pay in lieu
of notice or working notice - can modify by K but can K out of statutory minimums. So implied terms
can be supplanted by oral terms.
o Reasonable notice for quitting:
 RN that employee is leaving. Tends to be a shorter (2 weeks notice is general benchmark).
o Good faith and Fidelity:
 Employee has duty of loyalty, honesty, and working in good faith, follow reasonable orders and
directions, not to compete unfairly/not to use confidential info. If fiduciary or key employee: not to
solicit employer’s customers for a reasonable period.
o Employer obligations
 Make sure the work will be legal, to provide a safe workplace, that your duties will be what hired to
do; pay for work, and will exercise duties in good faith
Statute
o ESC s.3: Minimum standards, it’s a floor not a ceiling
o ESC s.4: cannot contract out of minimums
Conduct of the parties
o Acquiescence or waiver as form of acceptance of contractual terms.
o Ex: where employer has been acting a certain way for a while, and this is different than the written rights or
obligations (ex: paying $15 instead of $10 in contract), this will be enforceable. The conduct of the parties
(long standing practice) has in effect become an enforceable provision of the K (but when does it become
binding). Need for a long period of time and reliance.
Employment terms can vary once put in motion
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2.2 Overview of the amendment to contract cases
-

-

Hobbs – Amendments to employment K require fresh consideration.
o Examines principle from Techform: forbearance from termination for a reasonable period of time can
constitute valid consideration
o Techform does not apply in hobbs. However, that line of cases should be approached with caution, seem to be
more favorable to employer
Globex – also examines Techform principle. forbearance from termination can constitute valid consideration in the
variance of an employment contract. But wasn’t here because Forbearance is not sufficient on its own. There must be
1) intention to terminate, 2) communication of forbearance 3) mutual understanding
Wronko - ER cannot change a fundamental term with notice, globex dissent questions this

Advice for EEs and ERs about amendments to employment contracts
-

-

Employees:
1. get the full agreement in writing off the bat (Hobbs)
2. Communicate objection: but be careful, if you reject it, they can fire you
3. Don’t accept change a without fresh consideration – or else it won’t be a valid contract
4. Consulting employment lawyers.
Employers
1. Provide consideration when you vary the K, make it clear (Globex)
a. It doesn’t have to be much, can be a peppercorn
2. Upfront contract: Get all key terms in original contract (Hobbs)
a. Say in contract: this employment is conditional on acceptance of the following policies: business policies
like time off etc. then attach those to the contract so you know what the policies are.

Hobbs v TDI, 2004 ONCA
(Amendments to Employment Contract require fresh consideration)
Facts
- H joined TDI after old employer lost TTC contract. Sympatheic facts, TDI fired everyone.
- Parties verbally agreed on commission rates and terms of employment. These terms, but not the rates, were in a
contract H signed before beginning work . The rates were agreed upon but H was told that they would appear in a
separate document. TDI gave H an onerous additional contract 2 weeks later and told him that he would not receive
payment until he signed. H signed just before his pay was due. Commission rates were subject to change at TDI’s sole
discretion. Commissions were payable only on amounts actually paid during EE’s employment and only after he had
surpassed his annual draw. no commissions were payable on any amounts received after termination. Hobbs left.
Issue: Is the 2nd agreement enforceable?
Decision: The second agreement was not enforceable, it as an amendment, required fresh consideration, not part of the initial
employment contract.
- 3 reasons
1. ER did not present the first written contract as part of a more extensive contract - it was clearly an offer of
employment that set out the terms of employment, except that commission rates which had already been orally
agreed upon - Hobbs signed the agreement on that basis
2. The solicitor’s agreement conflicted w/ the terms agreed to at the outset of the employment - it was inconsistent
with the commission arrangement that the parties had already agreed upon.
3. No additional Consideration; Fresh consideration necessary. This is a situation where EE put in position of
unequal bargaining power
Principles:
1. Any additional contract that is not necessary to the completion of a contract of employment will constitute an
amendment and fresh consideration will be required.
o The law recognizes the increased vulnerability of an employee to unilateral changes in their contract once
they have accepted employment.
2. Continued employment, i.e. not being fired, is not fresh consideration.
o Does not apply in circumstances where the employee’s employment is understood to be limited in time and
there is a promise for employment to continue beyond that period.
o Forbearance from a clear previous intent to terminate the employee may also constitute fresh consideration.
 Therrien: Para 32: you can’t threaten to fire, then make them sign and that is consideration. That’s different than
decision to forbear from termination.
o Court says we need to be cautious about letting continued employment for consideration. Its ripe for after the
fact creation.
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o How do we determine better consideration? The real intent to terminate.
o The forbearance is a period of time that is of value to the employee
How binding is this case in Alberta?
o Its not, its persuasive. Globex deals with this in alberta

Globex Foreign Exchange Corp. v Kelcher, 2011 ABCA
(EE K amendments: Implied promise to forbear from dismissal can be consideration)
ER could have protected self by offering consideration with variance or document the decision to terminate
Facts
- Three EEs were employed by Globex. Each EE signed a noncompetition and nonsolicitation agreement w/ restric cov
- Later, the EEs presented with a new agreement containing more onerous noncompetition and nonsolicitation
restrictive covenants. Refusing to sign the new form of agreement, two EEs resigned and one was terminated.
Termination was wrongful so 2nd agreement not valid for him, they breached contract first.
- The EEs joined a competing company in early April 2005, and Globex sued, alleging damages from loss of clients.
Issue: are the two guys they bound by second agreement?
Decision: EE Not bound because of a lack of consideration. There was no additional consideration (forbearance) given to two
guys, whether express or implied.
Reasoning (Majority)
- Continued employment alone does not provide consideration for a new covenant extracted from the employee during
their term of employment.
o An implicit promise to keep an employee for some reasonable period of time is fresh consideration.
 (1) Must be a real intention to terminate.
 (2) Must be some communication of forbearance from termination.
 (3) There must be a mutual understanding.
Reasoning (Dissent)
- If you can terminate on notice, you should be able to amend with reasonable notice
o If one side does not agree with the change, it can exercise right to terminate with reasonable notice or pay in
lieu of notice.
o If the employee has acquiesced to changes in their employment contract, they cannot later argue that
insufficient notice was given
- Test for Consideration
o A tacit agreement for continued employment followed by a continuation of employment.
o In most employment cases, the law in Alberta will recognize an implied tacit agreement to forbear from
exercising the right to terminate the contract as being sufficient consideration to support any changes in an
ongoing employment relationship.

Wronko v Western Inventory Service Ltd, 2008 ONCA
(You can’t change fundamental term with notice. This isn’t the law in AB. Dissent in globex questioned this)
Key point: An ER cannot make substantial and unilateral changes to the terms of the employment contract if it gives

the EE reasonable notice of such changes. A fundamental change that is accompanied by reasonable notice is still
constructive dismissal
Facts
-

Employer tries to vary contract during employment. Wronko was a longtime employee VP of National Accounts and
Marketing. Had a sweet 2 years RN pay in contract. New president, did not like this contract. Accused Wronko of
getting it because of his relationship with the previous president. wrote to Wronko giving him 2 yr week notice that
contract would have a new termination pay of 30 weeks.
- Wronko sought legal advice and then expressly refused the new terms on multiple occasions.
- When the 2 years up, DV sent an email telling Wronko if he did not sign the contract then he was out of a job.
Decision:
Majority: wronkco falls under 3rd category below and is entitled to enforce the original termination agreement
Dissent: if you can end it on 2 years notice, you should be able to change it on 2 years notice, but majority says you can’t
change fundamental term with notice, because he didn’t accept the change.
Reasoning
 Three Options for Unilateral Changes to Employment Contract
o (1) The employee may accept the change either expressly or implicitly through apparent acquiescence.
o (2) The employee may reject the change and sue for damages if the employer continues to treat the employee
as subject to the changed terms. This would be an action for constructive dismissal.
o (3) The employee may make it clear to the employer that she is rejecting the new term.
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Employer may terminate the employee and re-offer employment with the changed terms.
If the employer permits the employee to continue to fulfill their job requirements, the employee is
entitled to insist on the original contract.
How ER should have proceeded:
- The employer should have explicitly terminated with working notice. Then they could have rehired him with 3
months notice if he wanted to be rehired.



Chapter 3: Termination
3.1 Employer’s right to terminate
-

Established in Dunsmuir v NB 2008 SCC. The right to terminate is just the mirror of EE’s right to quit. But EE has right
to reasonable notice. But restricted by:
- s.52 ESC (family leave): Full ban on terminating while on family leave, unless business ends
- s.7 HRA (discrimination): no ER shall refuse to employ or refuse to continue to employ any person...b/c of race,
religion, age, marital status, family status, gender, sexual orientation, disability, etc

6 ways employment Ks come to an end
1. ER gives Reasonable Notice: either Working Notice or pay in lieu
2. ER Alleging just cause, onus on ER to prove
3. Constructive dismissal, onus on EE to prove
4. End of fixed term K
5. Employee quits
6. Frustration of Employment K - can’t be completed but not really anyone’s fault (ex: EE very ill and can’t work).

3.2 Reasonable Notice

Sources of reasonable notice
1. Contract – can be built into the employment contract, can’t be lower than stat mins.
2. Statutes- sets the minimum RN requirements.
 ESC ss.54-61
 s56 - sets the minimum reasonable notice scale
 Note the hard cap at 10yrs service - this raises issues for long-standing EEs
 Minimum is one week and max is 8 weeks. S. 56(a-f)
3. Common law – sets standards above minimums
 ESC s. 3 - nothing in the act abrogates common law/civil remedies
 If contract is silent on reasonable notice, EE falls into CL realm
Two kinds of RN
- Working notice: EE given termination date, has to work until then
- Pay in lieu: EE is paid for period of their RN and dismissed immediately. MUST include all sources of compensation salary, benefits, pension, allowances, commission, RRSP matching

Bardal v Globe & Mail, 1960 ONHC

(Reasonable Notice test)
Key point: Reasonable notice periods are case specific. 1) character of employment, 2) length of EE's service to the company,
3)EE age, 4)availability of alternative employment given EE's training, qualifications, and training
Facts
- P was terminated without notice. P stressed permanent employment because of his age when hired. P seemed
successful at the co and his salary/positions increased. P was dismissed 1959. P was able to acquire work with an
advertising company several months later.
Issue: what’s reasonable notice?
Held: 1 year notice
Reasoning
- There’s an Implied Term of reasonable notice in the employment contract. If this is breached, person is entitled to
damages flowing from breach. Duty to mitigate when this occurs
- Length of Reasonable Notice is a test that is fact specific. Factors include,
1. Character of the employment.
a. What do you do. Do you supervise people? Who are they? How many people do they supervise? Whats your
significance in job? Do you manage money? How are you held out?
2. Length of service.
a. By position
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b. Change of ownership
c. Can include Inducement
3. Age of employee.
4. Availability of similar work, having regard to the experience, training and qualifications.
a. State of economy.
b. Their vulnerability
Application
- 1 yr notice is reasonable. There are few comparable job opportunities and p was a long-time employee.
- P is entitled to have the company pay his salary for the time he was not working and then have the difference in his
new salary made up for the remainder of the notice period.
- P is also entitled to receive an increased pension owing to the year he should have remained with the company.
- No Christmas bonus or profit sharing payments because those were discretionary. Bonuses depend on whether
they’re discretionary or given regularly.
- No reduction for P’s new stock options because of uncertainty in their value.

Minott v O’Shanter Developments, 1999 ONCA
(Reasonable Notice: Deference, rule of thumb and capping notice)
Key Point: Rule of thumb is inappropriate for assessing RN. There is an art to calculating RN.
Facts
- Two day confusion as cause. M was a good maintenance worker for 11 years. A misunderstanding about money he
would receive from investing in bonds led to a disagreement between M and his supervisor. M didn’t show up for two
days and then was suspended.
- There was confusion over which two days M was suspended for, and ER terminated him for just cause when he didn’t
come in on the day. He was 43.
- M sued for wrongful dismissal. TJ said no just cause for termination and used rule of thumb to calculate 12 months.
Issue: was there cause? If not, what is the notice period?
Decision:
- NO cause, willfully missing day’s work will rarely be cause. No warning job was in jeopardy, no problems with EE.
- The trial judge erred using the “rule of thumb” method (1 year worked = 1 month notice) instead of the Bardal test.
- But, T judge’s finding of 13 months notice was still within a reasonable range, though a little high. Deference accorded
- Also Justified b/c
1. M was 43
2. had little formal education
3. there is a current recession in the construction industry.
Principles:
Deference: A trial judge’s finding of reasonable notice is entitled to deference.
- An appeal court should not interfere with the finding unless:
- The figure is outside a reasonable range.
- There was an unreasonable finding of fact.
- The trial judge erred in principle.
Cap on Notice
- No hard cap on notice for different kinds of work. but reality is that under character of employment—VP of a bank will
receive a longer notice period than a day labourer at a construction site
RULE OF THUMB: why it doesn’t work
1. Overemphasis on the "length of service" factor, at the expense of the others; and it risks undermining the flexibility that is
the virtue of the Bardal test.
2. Rigidity - the rule of thumb approach seeks to achieve this flexibility by using the other factors to increase or decrease the
period of reasonable notice from the starting point measured by length of service. But to be meaningful at all, this
approach must still give unnecessary prominence to length of service.

Radwan v Arteif Furniture Manufacturing, 2002 ABQB
(Reasonable Notice: Change in Owner and length of service)
Key point: 1) Character of employment will not cap the reasonable notice period 2) Where a business is purchased as a
“going concern,” it is an implied term of employment that EEs will be credited for their service with the predecessor ER for
the purposes of salary, bonuses, and notice of termination BUT implied term can be negated by putting it in an express term to
contrary in the K.
Facts
- EE was 64 when he was terminated. He is a Lebanese immigrant with a ninth grade education and poor English
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language skills. EE worked the same job for 25 years, company went into receivership lots, lots of diff owners. ER tried
to stick with the 5 years they’d owned the company.
- The company declared bankruptcy and was then purchased by the current owners from the trustees.
Issues: Was the business a going concern? What’s the appropriate notice period? Sufficient mitigation?
Decision: Business was a going concern, EE entitled to 20 month notice
Going concern
- The ESC s. 5 says Employment is deemed continuous when a business is sold, leased, transferred or merged or if it
continues to operate under a receiver or receiver-manager.
- But this only gets us the stat max, 8 weeks (s56). CL needs to provide better remedy.
- Court says there’s an Implied Term: Credit for years of service may be given if a subsequent employer bought the
business as a going concern. BUT New employer can explicitly contract out of such a term.
- Factors to determine if company sold as a going concern
- Same Location? Same Goods? Same Customers? Same Purpose? Continuity of Operation? Continuity of
Employee Work? Continuity of Employees?
- In this case: No period during which the business did not operate, no significant renovations, no significant changes
to the nature of the business, no changes to the location, and many of the employees were kept on.
- Arteif had purchased a going concern because there was continuity of the business, the trustee operated the business
from the date of the bankruptcy until the day before the date of the sale, and Arteif began operating the business from
the day of the purchase. It was therefore up to the new ER to expressly inform EEs that they would not be credited for
past service and to give them the opportunity to take or leave their jobs on that basis.
Interpreting Employment Statutes and Common Law
- The purpose of the code is to protect employees, and it should be interpreted broadly. Even though s. 5 doesn’t
explicitly say bankruptcy, its akin to everything on the list, so the court reads it into the legislation
Duty to Mitigate
- Employee has a duty to take all reasonable steps to mitigate their loss.
- However, the onus is on the employer to assert plaintiff’s failure to mitigate.
- The employer must show that had the employee taken all reasonable steps, they would have likely obtained
alternative employment. In this case, they didn’t show other jobs, so no reduction
NOTE: Termination After Lay-Off: ESC (s 62) holds that employees are considered terminated after 60 days of temp lay-off.

Advising a client on Reasonable Notice
-

-

General advice: This is an art not a science. You read cases, you look at the Bardal factors, and others that come into
favour having regard to the circumstances, and you give the client a range of what you believe would likely result if
the ER were sued and the judge had to determine the period of reasonable notice.
EE: Things you should find out from client
- Does the EE have an employment agreement or letter of offer
- What is the EE’s position? Age? How long service?
- Total compensation? Including car, bonus, stock options etc
- Circumstances around hiring and termination
ER: How to avoid continuing employment issue from Radwan in a Bankruptcy: EXPRESS contractual term saying the
EE won’t get credit for previous employ. You can Contract out of CL not Stat notice

3.3 Just Cause/summary Dismissal

Terminating for cause in practice
 Termination clauses provide certainty (amount of notice). They will also indicate that termination with cause = no
notice (cause = no RN also for stat damages (55(2)(a)))
 Sliding scale termination can provide incentives for an employee to mitigate their damages.
o Ex. Bardal Calculation: 16 – 18 Months. Sliding Scale Termination Clause  Offer 10 Months  Sliding Scale:
2 Months/75% of Remainder, 4/50%, 6/25%, 8/0%
 If ER loses just cause case, EE get damages, reasonable notice, but still fired. (Unless fed EE or human rights claim)
Why termination matters
 If ER wrongfully dismisses (terminates without cause and notice) they are the ones breaching the K and have to pay
reasonable notice as damages for the breach.
 Just cause reverses this. EE’s conduct has repudiated the K (violated an essential term). Employer accepts the
repudiation and owes the EE nothing.
Impact of Termination on EE
 ESC 55(2)(a): Termination notice is not required to terminate an employee for just cause. Loss of CL and Stat RN
 EIA 30: An employee does not get benefits if they lost their employment because of misconduct. No EI
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Cases
Mckinley: test for cause: contextuality and proportionality
Dowling: Cumulative misconduct
Poloquin: Code of conduct. Zero tolerance policies can weigh in favour of just cause, but still proportional assessment

McKinley v BC Tel, 2001 SCC
(Just cause test)
Key take away:
-No bright line for Just cause, contextuality and proportionality. Question is whether EE’s conduct led to a breakdown in the
Employment relationship.
Facts
- M worked at BC Tel for 17 years. He was 48 years old, position of controller. Took leave because of bad blood
pressure, came back briefly and wanted a lesser job. ER fired him and offered severance. EE refused and sued.
- In prepping for trial, discovered dishonesty about health condition. EE did not clearly communicate the diagnosis and
advice of his Doctor, making it seem like there was no way he could return to his previous position.
Decision: EE not dishonest to the point that it undermined his employment relationship. A lack of disclosure is not dishonesty.
Reasoning
- Case deals with two competing lines of cases about dishonesty 1) dishonesty will result in cause 2) contextual and
proportional response to dishonesty is appropriate b/c of EE vulnerability.
- Context: some positions require greater trust, weighs more heavily in analysis (consider 10 year good EE, vs 1 mn EE)
Test for Just Cause
(1) The evidence must establish deceitful conduct on a balance of probabilities.
(2) The nature and degree of dishonesty must warrant dismissal.
- The employee’s dishonesty must give rise to a breakdown in the employment relationship.
o Dishonesty violates an essential condition of the employment contract.
o Dishonesty breaches the faith inherent to the work relationship.
o Dishonesty is fundamentally or directly inconsistent with the employee’s obligations to the employer.
- Underlying this approach is the principle of proportionality to protect EE
Note: this test modified in Dowling

Proportionality factors to consider
-

Past conduct
Length of employment
Character of employment (supervisor?)
Nature of the transgression.
Circumstances of the employee, some mitigating factors.
Flagrant lies (Dowling) v “not entirely full representation” (mckinley)

After acquired cause (Mckinley)




If misconduct occurred before termination but found out after, it is admissible.
Can’t be conduct between termination and trial.
Differentiate from post termination evidence: find out after termination that the EE sexually harassed people at the
previous workplace. ER can’t use this, they can only use it if it was forseeable at the time of termination.

Dowling v Ontario (Workplace Safety and Insurance Board), 2004 ONCA
(Just cause: conduct that was sufficient for cause, cumulative conduct)
Facts
- D worked as a manager at WSIB. He had substantial monetary discretion. He had worked for 25 years. He was 50 yrs.
He was a good employee. D took discounted computers from one of the companies he was charged with classifying.
- D took a $1000 check with the memo line indicating it was a kickback. D lied to investigators and attempted to cover
up the check by backdating an Xmas card and making it seem like a loan repayment.
Decision
- D placed himself in conflict of interests, lied to his superiors, and took outside money for his work. This is all in the
context of an organization for the benefit of injured workers and his supervisory position with discretionary power.
He also violated the express terms of the Code of Conduct. Dismissal was appropriate.
Held: EE was justly dismissed.
Reasoning
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Applied McKinley to employer conduct. Court determines that cumulative conduct is sufficient, and adds to the
Mckinley test for Just Cause.
Test for just cause
(1) Determine the nature and extent of the misconduct.
 Employer is entitled to rely on after-discovered wrongdoing, so long as it occurred pre-termination.
(2) Consider the surrounding circumstances.
 Look at both the employee (Bardel) and ER to determine the nature of the employment relationship.
(3) Decide whether dismissal is a proportional response.
 Is the misconduct reconcilable with the employment relationship?
o Core Question: is the misconduct incompatible with the fundamental terms of the employment relationship?

Poliquin v Devon Canada Corp, 2009 ABCA
(Just cause: codes of conduct in termination, cumulative wrongdoing)
Facts
- P was a production foreman for 26 years in a supervisory position. He accepted free landscaping at his home from
suppliers in violation of code of conduct. Also used ER’s computer for porno and racist emails: Violated code of
conduct. One warning for pornographic material under code but continued despite acknowledging the Code.
Decision
- Just caused established, cumulative actions sufficient. P was a senior employee in a supervisory role. P should have
stopped the influx of emails. His tacit approval went towards polluting the workplace P was previously warned about
the emails. No excuse that the industry in general may have a permissive culture. P’s actions (both the unpaid work
and offensive emails) contradicted the code of conflict. The unpaid work was not nominal.
Reasoning
- Codes of conduct: can create concrete determination BUT Zero tolerance policies or concrete consequences can
weigh in favour of just cause, but still proportional assessment
- Court applies McKinley’s Contextual Approach to assess misconduct
o Requires looking at
 Frequency of wrongs
 Duration of the activity
 Extent of employee’s involvement
 Role held by employee
 Seniority of employee
 Employer’s expectations (code of conduct)
 Previous warnings
o Court is entitled to look at the cumulative effect of an employee’s record, whether or not the misconduct is
similar or dissimilar.
o Obligation of loyalty and faithful service increases with the degree of responsibility attached to the
employee’s position. Management sets ethical standards for the workplace.
 This applies to the pornography and interactions with contractors.
 His conduct posions the workplace
o An employee’s acceptance of a perk or benefit for his or her own advantage places them in conflict between
the contractor and the employer.
Computer Policy
- Increasing area of litigation. ABCA in this case says no reasonable expectation to privacy in workplace computer.
Employer is entitled to monitor an employee’s use of employer’s equipment and resources to ensure compliance with
a code of conduct. [but Maybe not  see criminal case, R v Cole, perhaps RE of privacy on work computer]

Milsom v Corporate Computers, 2003 ABQB
(Just Cause: Poor Performance)
Facts
- 34 years old, 6 years of service in comp sales
- M was a 100% commission employee with CC. No employ K and no employee handbook. CC tried to make a unilateral
change to the method of pay to a base salary plus commission but M Refused. ER fired him, giving him 6 weeks notice.
Reason given was shortage of work not than dismissal to keep M happy. He got a nice reference letter.
- Employer says they have cause b/c he’s a poor employee: called someone a fat bastard on email. Email at work was
distracting him, time theft. They also find as a matter of fact that he isn’t good at his job, but that doesn’t constitute
cause for dismissal.
Issue: was there termination for cause?
Held: Court rejects “near cause”- idea that you can terminate with reduced notice when its close to cause. 5 mnths notice
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Termination for Cause
o Receipt of emails do not constitute a sufficient distraction, if they even where a distraction and not a
legitimate break time activity, for summary dismissal.
o No evidence that M actually did harm to the client relationship with Lee.
o M performed work poorly, but CC never directly communicated to him that he had to improve his work or
that his employment was on the line.
- Poor Performance: does not justify dismissal, but rather disciplinary or rehabilitative action.
o Warnings and help must be given to an employee that underperforms.
- Notice period
o M worked for 6 years. He was not induced but neither was there an expectation of impermanence. M had no
particular skills having to do with his employment at CC. He failed to look for work at one of the two
remaining mac computer specialists in town. M receives 5 months of notice.
- No Wilson bump
o The employer’s conduct was not truthful but it was untruthful in a way that did not harm M.
Additional Points (not addressed in class)
- Dependency-based Analysis
o Contests between employers and employees are to be determined under a policy of dependence. The
employer must provide appropriate support to an employee when employment is withdrawn.
- Average Pay
o When remuneration fluctuates, longer-range averages are appropriate for determining the amount to be paid
in the absence of evidence to suggest that pay in recent months was likely to be maintained.
- Wilson Bump
o An award based on employer’s bad conduct.
o Employers ought to be candid, reasonable, honest, and forthright with their employees and should refrain
from engaging in conduct that is unfair by being, for example, untruthful, misleading, or unduly insensitive.
- Workplace Computer Privacy
o Where no email policy in place outlining employee privacy, there is no employee expectation of privacy in a
workplace computer.

Henson v Champion Feed Services, ABQB 2005
(Just Cause: Progressive Discipline)
Facts
- EE worked as shift foreman in grain mill, minimal responsibility for 7 years.
- H got 5 verbal warnings and one written warning prior to the culminating incident. He received counseling sessions in
response. He got successive wage increases and promoted to foreman. Where he was to ensure the product quality
- He made a mistake and improperly mixed an unmarked tote with three other totes of marked feed.
- H then communicated his mistake to other employees once the forth marked tote was discovered. H took the forth
tote and placed it amongst some other, different marked totes.
Issue: Is there just cause?
Held: EE Wrongfully dismissed.6 months. H was a shift foreman and 6 yr EE. The position had some responsibility but no skill.
- No evidence that the improper mixing was anything but an honest mistake. Dismissal for such is not proportional to
the misconduct.
- No use of progressive discipline. Mixed signals were sent with the warnings being accompanied by raises and a
promotion.
- No warning of termination was ever given.
- IN order to use cumulative misconduct to prove just cause, you need Progressive discipline (Lowery v Calgary
city). ER’s failure here was fatal to their case.
Progressive discipline Test from Lowery: (What ER must prove to terminate for cause)
1. Employee must be given clear and express warnings about his performance [verbal then written].
2. Communicate the possibility of termination
3. Employee must be given opportunity to improve. Reasonable time frame
*If Employee fails to improve performance and the cumulative effect of their failure to improve “would prejudice the proper
conduct of the employer’s business”, there may then be grounds for dismissal.

3.4 Culpable misconduct (whitehouse) v Non culpable misconduct (Whitford)
Whitehouse v RBC Dominion Securities, 2006 ABQB

(Just Cause: Culpable and Serious Misconduct with a hooker)
Facts
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W is 51 years old. He worked at RBC for 16 years. He’s a VP and investment advisor. He was very successful in his
business, made 500K. He brought a sex worker to his office. They had a disagreement over payment and he left her
there. She had access to client information. The sex worker returned to the office the next day and demanded
payment. She intimidated the secretary. He had brought a sex worker to the office before, no previous warnings, 16
years service.
- W’s superiors conducted a rapid investigation. Confronted W and he lied twice before admitting after the security
information was presented to him. There was employee handbook stating importance of honesty and ethical behavior
and the possibility of disciplinary action/dismissal. Respecting client confidential information is also mentioned.
Issue: was there cause to terminate? Did he cause compensable damage to D’s reputation and business?
Held: Properly dismissed with cause. Showed contempt for his employer’s expectations by his repeat conduct. Deficient
judgment and dishonesty. Reckless disregard for his clients’ interest in their confidential information.
Key take aways:
- ER can terminate for cause where an essential term of the contract is violated.
o If an employee has been guilty of serious misconduct, habitual neglect of duty, incompetence or conduct
incompatible with his duties or prejudicial to the employer’s business, or if he has been guilty of willful
disobedience to the employer’s orders in a matter of substance, the law recognizes the employer’s right to
summarily dismiss the delinquent employee.
o An employer is justified in requiring strict compliance with its code of conduct by those who purport to lead.
- Contextual analysis for misconduct:
 The nature of an investment advisor’s duties: high level of trust
 The employer’s expectations: code of conduct clearly set out the breach.
 The employment relationship
 The nature and seriousness of the P’s conduct: outrageous facts
 The impact of conduct on the business and reputation of the employer: client confidence
- Note: Off duty conduct: can be cause for dismissal- consider the nature of employment and factors above.

Whitford v Agrium, 2006 ABQB
(Just Cause: Absenteeism/Alcoholism, non culpable misconduct)
Facts
- Operations shift supervisor, 41 yr old, 22.5 years of service, didn’t seek employment after termination. Only job since
High School, 21 loyal years of service
- EE recognized that he had alcoholism and requested time off to seek treatment. went to two separate treatment
programs. The time off was approved. He came in on a single day intoxicated. He did not hide his state. He was told
that additional absence may result in disciplinary action up to and including termination.
- EE took additional leave for alcohol related pancreatitis. He was told he needed to create a back-to-work plan. He
failed to do so and was subsequently terminated.
- The company allows for six-month leaves. W’s total absence was under that period.
Held: EE wrongfully terminated. All periods of absence, except for one, was approved. W had not taken leave for longer than
policy allowed. W was only given a single warning. No communication that a return-to-work plan was necessary to
continued employment. There was confusion created by the various individuals communicating with W. Moreover, W’s
absence was the result of a genuine health problem.
14 months, reduced to 12 because he did not properly mitigate his damages.
Reasoning
- This situation is different than whitehouse (EE only mentioned alcoholism when faced with hooker fact), in this case,
he approached work, asked for help to manage.
- ER can still terminate for absenteeism based on alcoholism. EE K is work for money, if you can’t work, you’re violating
an essential term of the contract (mckinley). Chronic absenteeism shows you can’t fulfill requirement.
- Alcohol Induced Absenteeism test 2 parts (Cie Miniere)
o (1) Was the employee’s ability to fulfill his workplace duties impaired by his alcohol problem?
 Requires a contextual analysis, (including entire employment history)
 Was the employee honest about the reason for absence?
 Did the employee receive permission for leave?
 History of absenteeism?
 Employer expectations clearly communicated?
 Warnings issued?
 Opportunity for improvement provided?
 Accommodation given for the employee’s disability?
o (2) Was there any improvement likely in the foreseeable future?
- Multiple warnings still necessary with alcoholism (Sept-iles, commission scolaire v morin)
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Since ER had been accommodating, steps lawyers should suggest for ER in order to terminate for cause: Let the
person know in express terms that undue hardship has been met, accommodation is over, there needs to be a
reasonable return to work. Careful and deliberate to comply with HRA.
Single warning not sufficent.

Considerations for Absenteeism
1. There must be misconduct of significance.
2. Consider whether the employee failed to return promptly after a leave of absence, without advising his employer, or took
time off despite a direct order not to do so.
3. Whether the employee took time off under false pretences.
4. The prejudice to the employer's interest.
5. Generally, two instances of absenteeism are required, particularly where the employee is of long service and has acted
faithfully in all other respects.
6. The conduct must be intentional misconduct, rather than the result of a misunderstanding.
7. The conduct must be the fault of the employee.
8. Where warnings are provided, they should specify that the employee will be terminated if his absences continue.
9. Consider whether there is a reasonable defence, such as illness.
10. Consider the type of employment.
11. Consider an employee's history of long service without a record of signif absenteeism. can be used as mitigating factor.
12. The onus of proof is on the employee to establish that he has received permission to take a leave of absence.

Hodgins v St. John Council for Alberta, 2007 ABQB
(Just Cause: Sexual Harassment)
Facts
- Bowling sexual haras. EE was Council’s 2nd in command. He made regular bonuses. He was an excellent employee.
- H attended harassment training and was aware of the code of conduct.
- H made a series of offensive actions during a bowling event. The complainant overheard him make a comment about a
woman getting his clothes of quickly. He complimented and touched the complainant’s hair. H made a comment to the
complainant about ditching her husband. H repeated a crude comment the complainant’s husband made about her.
- 4 complaints: cumulative effect is a factor here.
Issues: sexual harassment? Sufficent to warrant termination? Wallace damages in the event of wrongful dismissal?
Held: there was sexual harassment, not sufficient to warrant dismissal. No Wallace
- Comment #1: is not harassment. It occurred to another woman and it is not reasonable to expect a third party to be
harmed by such a statement. #2,#3 do constitute sexual harassment.
- The complainant and H were able to work together in the proceeding period of time. The sexual harassment policy
was not intentionally undermined. H was not a serial offender.
Reasoning
- Define Sexual Harassment
o Unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature that detrimentally affects the work environment or leads to adverse
job-related consequences for the victims of the harassment.
- Test for Sexual Harassment (step 1 of mckinley)
o The ER must establish on a BOP that
(1) the words or conduct underlying the action were spoken or occurred
(2) it was reasonable to conclude that the complainant was offended by the words or conduct.
(3) the words or conduct could reasonably detrimentally affect the work environment of the
complainant or would reasonably lead to adverse job related consequences for the victim.
- Termination must be proportionate (McKinley), Factors to consider:
o Sexual Harassment Policy
o Intentional or Unintentional Breach
o Impact on the Workplace
o History of Sexual Misconduct

Ideal Sexual harassment Policy
-

See Elgert for how not to conduct an investigation.
Use formalized complaints.
o Creates documentary evidence.
Discretion re allegations.
o Prevents hesitation in coming forward.
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Allegations must be put to the accused.
o Accused must be afforded basic fairness.
Independent investigation.
o Investigation must be removed from those involved with the individuals in order to prevent bias.
o Investigators should ideally have some kind of training in conducting this kind of investigation.

3.5 Constructive Dismissal

Constructive Dismissal: Where an employer unilaterally makes a fundamental or substantial change to an employee's
contact of employment - a change that violates the contract's terms - the employer is committing a fundamental breach of the
contract that results in its termination and entitles the employee to consider himself or herself constructively dismissed
There are 2 paths to proving constructive dismissal from Potter (scc 2015)
1) Substantial breach test
a. Employer’s unilateral change breaches an express or implied term of the employment K;
b. The breach substantially alters an essential term of the K. (ex. wilkinson)
2) Conduct demonstrating intention to no longer be bound (potter)
a. Employer’s treatment of the employee made continued employment intolerable.
-

-

-

Branch #1: typically the breach involves changes to the employees compensation, work assignments or place of work
that are both unilateral and substantial [32]
o EE must prove on BOP that ER’s unilateral act breached the contract and that breach changed essential
contractual term [60]
o Objective reasonable person standard
Branch #2: requires consideration of the cumulative effects of past acts by the employer and the determination of
whether those acts evince an intention to no longer be bound by the contract.
o Employee isn’t required to point to a specific substantial change in compensation, work assignments etc,
focus is whether course of conduct by employed evinces an intention to no longer be bound by the contract.
Fact driven analysis
o Intolerable conditions could occur here. Must consider the cumulative effect of past actions by the employer
and whether those acts evince an intention to no longer be bond by K.
Burden on EE to prove constructive dismissal on a BOP. That the employer’s unilateral act breached the k, and the
beach substantially changed the essential terms of the contract. Evidence assessed from the perspective of the
“reasonable person.” EXCEPT with administrative suspensions
Administrative suspensions: burden shifts to the employer to prove suspension justified, if they can’t, the breach is
proven and onus goes back to EE.
o “For the determination of whether a suspension is justified, both tests focus on the need for legitimate
business reasons, good faith and a minimal impact in terms of duration.” [93]

Options for an EE Intend to be Bound by K
(1) Accepting that conduct or changes made by the employer
(2) Not accepting the change. Treating the conduct or changes as a repudiation of the k by the employer and suing for
wrongful dismissal. Seek reasonable notice.
(3) Stay and sue for breach of contract.
a. This Risks termination. ER may argue that you have now repudiated the employment contract by suing.

Suspensions
-

as per McKinley and Henson, there may be a duty to suspend, it used to not be allowed. ER MUST clearly state its not a
termination, and be clear about whether there is payment.
As per Potter, authorized suspension necessary.
o Authorized suspension: When employ K permits suspension. If K is silent, then a suspension must be
reasonably within the contemplation of the parties. Ie have they suspended other EEs before.
o ERs can usually always suspend with pay unless otherwise stated, courts will typically read this in.
Suspension without pay would probabs need to be authorized.

Government Employees
-

Dunsmuir - for most gov't employees, exceptional treatment should end. Government employees should be treated
like other employees, according to their contract.
 Meaning: ER is entitled to terminate employees for any reason, so long as you provide notice.
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"Where a public EE is emloyed under a EK, regardless of their status as a public office holder,
the applicable law governing her dismissal is contract law, not the law governing
administrative bodies"
That said, there are some government employees that are pure at-pleasure employees.
o Can be revoked by power of Executive. Judges, administrators of the Crown, administrative positions.

Wilkinson v Eaton, 1992 ABQB
Constructive Dismissal; substantial, unilateral change
Facts
- Old lady at eatons, she claims constructive dismissal. Changing a fundamental term of K.
- No written contract from initial employment, on application said she would do anything. She was a clerk typist for 18
years. She worked a variety of positions, although heavily weighted to clerical work, during the previous 24 years she
was with Eaton. She is 64 years old. She has only the skills she learned on the job. She was told she would have to take
on sales floor work at least part of the time. She tried to do this but was not comfortable or good at the work. She did
this part time arrangement, wasn’t in writing. New manager came in, made her full-time sales floor. She didn’t come
back to work,
Issues: was she constructively dismissed?
Held: Yes, she was constructively dismissed. Her position was an implied term in the contract; a RP would understand that her
employ K was for clerical work. 18 months notice.
Reasoning
- Substantial Change to K: employer cant make such a substantial change in the duties and status of the employee as
to constitute a fundamental breach of the contract. ER argued that her job became redundant and it was a recession.
Court says you can’t rely on economic necessity when dealing with a fundamental term in the K.
- Implied Terms
o An unexpressed term can only be implied of and only if the court finds that the parties must have intended
that term to form part of their contract.
- Repudiation
o A deliberate breach of a single provision may amount to a repudiation of the whole bargain
- Corporate Re-organization
o Under some circumstances it may be the case that a term can be implied which relieves an employer of some
provisions of the contract where corporate re-organization or financial exigency exists.
- Mitigation
o The plaintiff should evaluate the new position as an appropriate means of mitigating damages.

Potter v New Brunswick Legal Aid Services Commission, 2015 SCC
Constructive Dismissal: Leading case on constructive dismissal,
Facts
- P is a lawyer. Started work for LA in 1993 as interim Director. He became the Executive Director in 2005 for a sevenyear appointment. P and the commission began to negotiate a buyout in 2009. The commission decided to request a
revocation of P’s appointment if the buyout was not resolved by January 2010. He went on medical leave.
- ER sent him a letter before he was supposed to come back to work, said indefinite admin leave with pay. P’s lawyer
sought confirmation of the leave and was given no new information.
- P quit after 7 weeks of leave and sued for constructive dismissal.
Held: Constructively dismissed. The suspension was unauthorized and thus a breach of the contract. There was no clear
communication from the employer to the employee. No evidence of a legitimate business reason. Suspension was indefinite
and P was replaced. Reasonable for P to see the unauthorized unilateral suspension as a substantial breach.
Reasoning
- Test for Constructive Dismissal
o (1) Identify an express of implied term that has been breached.
 Must be unilateral action by the employer.
 Authorized conduct, whether by an express or implied term, will obviously not constitute a breach.
o (2) Determine whether the breach was substantial.
 The question is whether, at the time of the breach, a RP in the same situation would have felt that the
essential terms of the contract were being substantially changed.
 Focus is on whether the course of conduct pursued by the employer evinces an intention to
no longer be bound by the contract.
 Restricted to what the employee knew at the time of the breach in order to prevent fishing
expeditions.
Objective subjective standard because unfair to rely on information that employee was
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-

unaware of or could not have foreseen.
 Case specific analysis. Heavily reliant on the facts.
Withholding Work
o An employer does not have an unfettered discretion to withhold work.
o Cannot withhold work in bad faith or without justification, i.e. requires legitimate business reasons.
o For employees that derive commissions or reputational benefit, withholding of work is a breach.
Administrative Suspensions
o Must be reasonable and justified. [86]
o Factors include:
 Existence of a legitimate business justification [Required]
 Good faith [basic communication]
 Duration of the suspension
 Existence of pay during suspension
o Most unauthorized administrative suspensions will be found to be a substantial breach
Burden of Proof
o EE will always have the burden of proof.
o Except in cases of administrative suspension, who must show that a suspension was justified at step one of
the above analysis.
Mitigation
o Employee must mitigate damages by remaining in workplace if to do so would not be objectively
unreasonable.

3.6 Bonus reduction
-

Where the scale of reduction is significant (Otto), or the terms of the bonus are specifically bargained for (pathak),
then your argument for constructive dismissal is stronger.

Otto v Hamilton, 1993 ABCA

Constructive Dismissal: Economic Justification for Change
Facts
- Company withheld 5% contribution to RRSPs and decreased vacation from 6 weeks to 4. Unilateral change to their
remuneration. ER argues salary stays the same, this is just a periodic adjustment in recession. But recall eaton,
economic necessity won’t alter substantial change.
- A reaction to the company losing $250K over last two years. Also, the company analyzed its benefits and found that
they were above competitors. This represented a 6.49% and 8% reduction of the two employees total compensation.
- P claimed constructive dismissal
Issue: is this a substantial change or a period adjustment in compensation?
Held; this was a period adjustment in compensation, EE not constructively dismissed. Non payment in this case not a
repudiation of K
- The benefits removed were not base salary but just collateral benefits. Salaries were maintained. The benefits were a
relatively small proportion of the whole compensation scheme.
- The company had a practice of regularly increasing the benefits package during good economic times - therefore, the
removal of benefits was a mere “periodic adjustment in compensation”
- Decrease not in bad faith, but instead decreased it because of an economic downturn. This seems different from the
Wilkinson case, and actually strays from the contract to look at external factors. Interesting to note the two different
viewpoints, BEWARE.
- The way that the court seems to interpret this is that changes to the compensation scheme commensurate with
economic conditions is an implied term of the contract. This would fit with Wilkinson
- The ER actually had one of the most generous compensation packages in the industry, even after the cuts.
Principles
- Periodic Adjustment
o Periodic adjustments of compensation with respect to the financial fortunes of a business are allowed where
salaries are maintained. 10% is the max amount as a bench mark.
Note: high stakes when you claim constructive dismissal; if you lose its like you quit, so no EI

Pathak v Jonnock Steel Fabricating, 1999 ABCA
Constructive Dismissal: Reduction in Negotiated Compensation, contrast with otto
Facts
- P was employed with the company for 19 years. He received regular promotions. P was made manager and negotiated
a special bonus, RONA. RONA was extended to all employees, so P negotiated an additional “custom fab” bonus. P
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agreed to manage a second plant. He received additional pay and his two bonuses continued. P was taken off the
second plant. He was given a false reason. His “custom fab” bonus was removed.
- P stayed on while protesting the change. He finally quit and alleged constructive dismissal.
Issue: was the removal of the bonus a fundamental change to k?
Held; Fundamental change to the contract, because it as specifically bargained for
Application
- The “custom fab” bonus was not dependent on P working management at the second plant. It was a term of the
employment contract negotiated by P. The employer agreed to it. It was a separate and discreet obligation and not
merely one factor of several interdependent ones in a formula.
- A reasonable person in the place of P would have felt that the elimination of the bonus constituted a substantial
change of the essential terms of the contract. The reasonable person would have been entitled to treat the
discontinuation of the bonus as a unilateral action substantially changing an essential term of the employ K.

3.7 Fixed Term Contracts
-

Contract with an explicit end date, and requires no reasonable notice at the end of that term.
No ability to provide reasonable notice within contract - damages theory - have to pay full value of contract, unless EE
gets another job so that his damages are mitigated.

Alguire v Cash Canada Group, 2005 ABCA
Constructive Dismissal: Fixed Term Contract
Facts
- A was the president of the company. He had a series of one-year contracts. After 3 years, A was told to finish the
remainder of his contract at home. He was stripped of his authority and replaced by an acting president.
- A would have received a bonus based on attaining a certain pre-tax income for the company. Sueing to get his
bonuses.
Issue: is the contract fixed term?
Held;
- Yes, fixed term. Indefinite suspension and the loss of authority was a unilateral change to a fundamental term of the
contract. This was a constructive dismissal. A is entitled to a bonus and damages as if the contract were performed
- Damages are to put him in the position as if the contract as performed.
Principles
- Fixed Term Employment Contracts
o Requires unequivocal and explicit language.
o Intention must be found in operative words of document (alberta v western irrigation)
o Any ambiguities will be interpreted strictly against the employer’s interest.
o Constructive dismissal is still a possibility where there is a unilateral change to K.
- Contractual Interpretation
o Recitals may only be referred to if the operative part of the agreement does not clearly disclose the intention
of the parties.

3.8 Quitting
Kieran v Ingram, 2004 ONCA
Constructive Dismissal: Disputed Resignation. Loses shit pursuing presidency
Key point: resignation must be clear and unequivocal. No obligation to mitigate with current employer with inferior position.
Facts
- K was vice-president. He was employed by Ingram for 8 years. He was up for the spot of president. His only
competitor was S. He told his superior that he couldn’t work under S “if he became pres” and would want a transfer to
an international post. The superior said that he would attempt to do so. He got into a heated argument that
disqualified him from president. After S became president, he stated that he would now be willing to work under S.
- K was given a letter accepting his “resignation” and offering him a worse position in terms of salary and bonus. K
reiterated that he had not resigned. K had had stock options. K soon received employment that paid better.
Issues: Can resignation be attributed to an EE? If he’s wrongfully dismissed, what are the damages, b/c he wants stock options
Held: K was wrongfully dismissed, but he suffered no damages, he got a job right away. 9 months RN but not awarded. Not
entitled to stock options, language of the plans plainly state that they terminate on the date he ceases to perform services.
Reasoning
- Resignation
o Must be clear and unequivocal.
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Must objectively reflect an intention to resign, or conduct evidencing such an intention.
This is a contextual analysis.
An employee may retract a resignation if the employer has not relied upon it to its detriment. If its not
accepted by ER, it can be retracted
Deference to Notice Period
o An appellate court should not interfere with a trial judge’s finding of notice period unless it falls outside of an
acceptable range as determined by similar cases.
Damages: Appropriate to subtract both salary and severance from a post-termination employer.
Mitigation
o Employees are not obligated to mitigate by taking on other employment with their previous employer if the
offer of employment was not a reasonable alternative.
o
o
o

-

Short term disability and long term disability
-

-

Most employment contacts have some component of STD and LTD.
Some employers self-insure so they are providing STD/LTD
Short term disability STD—unable to do your job if you get sick, you get a percentage of your salary for a period of
time—typically 2 years. Qualification depends on K’s language.
Typical STD language in contract: “disability which prevents you from performing your position will trigger your STD
for x period”
At end of that period, question is whether individual is eligible for LTD
Long term disability LTD—usually, incapable of doing any job. LTD usually goes until 75, or retirement.

3.9 Frustration (Wightman)
Frustration: where the contract is impossible to fulfill, through no fault of either party. It is rarely applied in employment Ks.
Arguments for the application:
- No frustration: Doesn’t accord with human rights, employment is special, employees vulnerable and this exacerbates
vulnerability, so its inappropriate to import doctrine, shouldnt allow ER to get out of termination with pay.
- Yes frustration: EE can be so injured/ill that they will never be able to return to work, K impossible b/c unable to
perform duties
Should STD and LTD Preclude Frustration?
- Look at the contract. See if wording of STD and LTD in employment contract sets out that the contract can be
frustrated.
- In wightman: “Your LTD Insurance will also terminate when you reach age 65. If your employment ends because of
injury, sickness, leave of absence or temporary lay-off, you may be entitled to continued insurance under this plan. “
o Receipt of LTD is not contingent of your employee status. Will receive LTD, even if you are no longer an
employee. Terms do not contemplate perpetual employment—contemplates paying you LTD, despite not
working as an employee anymore.

Wightman Estate v 2774046 Canada Inc, 2006 BCCA
frustration
Facts
- W was a senior project manager. W was a good employee. After a variety of escalating heart health problems, W was
unable to work and went on STD. He was on std 21 months before he was terminated when the company was
purchased. Dismissed without notice or cause, ER said the contract was frustrated by his illness. His disability benefits
continued under a company plan for up to 24 months. W continued to receive benefits until he died.
Held
- Court says frustration had to have occurred prior to the company’s sale.
- The contract was frustrated by W’s permanent illness.
- The contract provided for disability benefits until 65 or death, but not for the continuation of the employment relation
until that time. The contract anticipates that the employee may return to a different job, and provides for benefits
even after termination on account of illness.
Reasoning
- Frustration
o Whether the parties foresaw the event is irrelevant.
- Finding Frustration
o Test is whether the contract is broad enough to apply to the changed circumstances or whether the change is
radically different from what the parties had agreed upon.
- Contractual Interpretation
o Goal is to determine the parties’ intent at the time they entered into the agreement by reference to the words
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-

used read in light of the surrounding circumstances.
Temporary vs. Permanent Sickness
o Temporary sickness is not a cause for summary dismissal.
o Permanent sickness is such that it puts an end, in the business sense, to the business engagement.
o The longer the employee is ill the more likely there is destruction of the business engagement.
Proof of Frustration
o The law is unsettled as to whether an employee’s medical prognosis is determined at the time of the
termination, the trial, or at the time of the termination with the benefit of the intervening time.
o [This case applied the first at the trial level.]
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Chapter 4: Common Law Damages
4.1 map of damages
1.

General damages (reasonable notice)
o Bardal factors
o Type of contract (fixed/indefinite term)
o Contractual damages
 base pay
 Bonuses
 Vacation
 Benefits
 Pensions
 RRSPS
 Health/dental
 Car allowance
 commissions
2. Punitive damages
o High-handed/egregious conduct, meant to punish employer instead of compensate employee. "Depart
markedly from ordinary std's of decency". "malicious, high-handed".
o Size of employer is relevant in determining punitive damages. Damages against Honda > damages against Nointerest Auto
3. Aggravated damages
o Honda damages
 Bad faith in the manner of termination.
 Compensating the stress/mental distress that a person experienced because of the way
they were fired.
 Breach of implied term in the contract that EE's would be terminated in a manner of good faith
(Wallace)
o Other Torts - Defamation/assault
 Independent actionable wrongs which occur in the context of the termination which give rise to
independent damages. Sue FOR the tort, but not as a tort - sue them for aggravated damages for torts
committed during termination
4. Special damages (mitigation expenses)
o ER terminated without sufficient notice. As a result of that breach of the contract, you incurred expenses. The
damages flowed from the breach, and so must be compensated.
 Courts are sloppy about this. Allow retraining/job searching efforts expenses, but not lobster boats.
 This is subject to remoteness and reasonableness though.
5. Costs
Note: honda damages are bad faith manner of termination. Defamation is the act of being defamed. You could claim for both,
but they might overlap. Be careful.

4.2 Collateral Benefits

Collateral benefit: a source other than the damages payable by the D, that ameliorates the loss suffered by the P as a result of
the D’s breach of legal duty. (Waterman)
Identifying a Collateral Benefits Problem (Waterman)
(1) The P receives a benefit that would result in compensation beyond his or her actual loss, and either
(2a) The P would not have received the benefit but for the defendant’s breach.
o Can be awarded in damage.
(2b) The benefit is intended to be an indemnity for the sort of loss resulting from the defendant’s breach.
o Cannot be awarded. Would result in a windfall.
Collateral Benefits Waterman (Waterman)
Pension
o Entitlement earned by the employee. A kind of delayed remuneration.
o Defined Benefits Plan vs. Defined Contribution Plan?
Private Insurance
o Benefits received by a P through private insurance are not deductible from damages awards.
o Applies to disability benefits, employment insurance, and pensions.
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Does not apply where the benefits were an indemnity for the exact type of loss and for which the P did not
contribute.
Test for Other Possible Exceptions
o Nature and purpose of the benefit.
 The more closely the benefit is an indemnity for the type of loss in question, the stronger the case for
deduction and vice versa.
o Whether the employee has contributed to the benefit remains a relevant consideration.
o Policy considerations.
 Equal treatment of those in similar situations.
 Providing incentives for socially desirable conduct.
 Clear and easy rules.
o

Sylvester v BC, 1997 SCC

Collateral Benefits: Contractual Disability Benefits
Facts
- S was terminated while on STD, since the company was reorganizing. The benefits flowed from a plan funded by his
employer. STD usually isn’t contingent on continued employment, it lists the time available. RN period would be 20
months on termination, S wants to recover notice and benefits, ER says its double recovery.
Issue: is he entitled to collect STD and notice?
Held:
- An employee can’t receive disability benefits and damages for wrongful dismissal at the same time.
- They are based on opposite assumptions. The first is based on the assumption that the employee cannot work, while
the latter is based on the assumption that the employee can work.
Reasoning
- Must look to the intention of employment K’s entitlements, here they contradict.
- Competing Contract Entitlements
o First, look at the contract and see if it expressly provides a solution.
o If not, then an analysis of the assumption underlying the different sources of alleged damages is required.
o Where these assumptions are contradictory, both cannot be given as damages.
- Note: Disability is not taken into account in determining bardalls.

Pension Plans
-

Defined benefit pension: when you retire, you get paid til you die. When you quit, and your pension has not vested, the
employer will give you that money as a lump sum.
Defined contribution plan: when you retire, there is a fixed amount of money, and they’ll parcel out the money for as
long as it lasts.
o Defined contribution plan is more common now.

IBM Canada v Waterman, 2013 SCC
Collateral Benefits: Pension Benefits
Facts
- 65 years old, 42 years of service. W wrongfully dismissed, and started drawing on his defined benefits pension.
Entitled to 18 months based on bardalls. He wants the pension and the RN. ER says this is double collecting
Held:
- W is entitled to receive both damages from salary and from his pension benefits. The benefit is not an indemnity but a
retirement savings and the employee contributed. There were circumstances in which an employee could draw a
wage, whether at IBM or elsewhere, and still receive the benefits. Moreover, the benefits would not be reduced by
other sources of income. Also, W has something like property rights in the benefits, such that in some circumstances
the benefits could be paid out or transferred.
Majority Reasoning
- Identifying a Collateral Benefits Problem
o (1) The P receives a benefit that would result in compensation beyond his or her actual loss, and either
o (2a) The P would not have received the benefit but for the defendant’s breach, or
o (2b) The benefit is intended to be an indemnity for the sort of loss resulting from the defendant’s breach.
- Private Insurance Exception to the Compensation Principle
o Benefits received by a P through private insurance are not deductible from damages awards.
o Applies to disability benefits, employment insurance, and pensions.
o Does not apply where the benefits were an indemnity for the exact type of loss and for which the P did not
contribute.
- Benefit Exception to the Compensation Principle
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Factors to consider:
 Nature and purpose of the benefit. The more closely the benefit is an indemnity for the type of loss in
question, the stronger the case for deduction and vice versa.
 Whether the P has contributed to the benefit remains a relevant consideration.
 Policy considerations.
 Equal treatment of those in similar situations.
 Providing incentives for socially desirable conduct.
 Clear and easy rules.

Pension
o Viewed as an entitlement earned by the employee, a kind of delayed remuneration.
Dissent held:
- Because W was entitled to defined benefits, he would not have received such benefits in addition to his salary during
the notice period. Applying the compensation principle therefore means that W should only receive his salary because
that would have been the position in which he would have ended up had the contract been fulfilled.
Reasoning
- Single Contract
o Where the court is called upon to assess loss under a single contract, the entitlement turns on the
compensation principle.
- Defined Benefits Plan vs. Defined Contribution Plan
o Contribution benefits are akin to a savings account, EE is entitled to a lump sum or fixed amount.
o Defined benefits entitle the employee to fixed amounts for as long as retirement lasts.
o The former should not be deducted because it takes from the employee, while the latter should be deducted
because the employee has no entitlement to receive these kinds of retirements benefits while they still
worked.

4.3 Calculating Damages
Noble v Principal Consultants, 2000 ABCA -crystal
Post-Termination Events and Notice Period Length/Calculation of Bonus
Facts
- N was employed for 18 years. Finished as Senior-Vice President, Finance, Prairie region. N was wrongfully dismissed.
Damages issue: 2 months into 18 month reasonable notice, the company goes bankrupt. The bank is arguing that
bankruptcy would terminate reasonable notice requirement, had the contract been performed, they wouldn’t have
been paid. Idea of putting them in the position of what it would have been like if the contract had been performed). If
he was on working notice then he wouldn’t get the rest of the pay.
- Bonus was part of pay. Wage calculation: $5k per month, plus bonuses on basis of sales.
Held;
- N receives damages for the entire notice period, not just that portion of the notice period occurring before the bankcy.
Damages crystalize at the breach, no subsequent events affect entitlement.
- N also receives his performance bonus. Past performance was used to calculate this amount.
Reasoning
- Implied term of employ K that an employer will give an employee reasonable notice. Pay in lieu of notice is always a
breach of that implied term. There is no implied term that ER can pay damages in lieu, it’s a cushion.
- Bonus
- Employees are entitled to lost bonus monies that form a part of their income.
- Past performance can be used to calculate the amounts of performance-based bonuses.
Dissent: only with bonus
- Bonus: the question is contractual: what did the parties intend in respect of the bonus payment?
Application
- The parties intended a bonus to be payable only where there was an actual increase of the sales of the company. Had
N worked through the notice period he would not have received a bonus following the bankruptcy. To award a bonus
is to put N in a better position than he would have been in had the company not been bankrupt but had made no sales.

Alguire v Cash Canada, 2006 ABQB
Calculation of Bonus- writing on the wall
Facts
- A was the president of the company in fixed term K. He had a series of one-year contracts. After 3 years, A was told to
finish the remainder of his contract at home. He was stripped of his authority and replaced by an acting president. He
would get bonuses based on achieving certain pre-tax income for the company (integral part of compensation). When
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he sues from CD, he wants his bonus, says the biz was on target when he’s terminated (crystalizes then). But he’s
relying on financial reports he prepared. There were problems with these reports and changes were implemented in
the month and a half before breach, the writing was on the wall that decline was happening before the breach.
Held
-

There is no reason to grant a bonus in damages because it was likely that he would not have gotten one. Evidence at
the breach suggests that A was well aware of the import of the changes to the financial evaluations of the company
and that these changes would affect his possibility of a bonus. He raised no objection to these changes.
Reasoning
- Damages: Post breach events should not determine the likelihood of a bonus as at the date of the breach.

Deputat v Edmonton School District, 2008 ABCA

Accrued Holiday and Working Notice
Facts
- D was given a year working notice. D had more than the 30-day cap on holiday so he took some time off during his
notice period. He only started looking for a job 8 months in and stopped 3 months after his job ended. He got a job 16
months after notice was given. D was given time to prepare his resume. No K breach, he’s arguing he’s entitled to more
than 12 months notice and working notice shouldn’t include holiday time (beer on the dock, vacation is down time).
Held; 1 year RN is correct. D’s vacation time is not added at the end of his notice period, contract is in full force. D did not
sufficiently mitigate his damages.
Reasoning
- Working notice and paid vacation are compatible, there is no breach here, job and K are in full force, every EE has to
comply with the K.
- Mitigation: Employees have a duty to immediately begin searching for ulterior work, even if it means beginning in the
notice period.
o But adams mentions a conflict here, there was no breach since the notice period was right but the duty to
mitigate arises on breach. Adams thinks the mitigation shouldn’t apply until the end of working notice. ABCA
says it arises immediately.

4.4 Honda damages- Wallace background
-

-

-

Honda revisits Wallace v. United Grain Growers - 1997 SCC.
If there is bad faith in the manner of termination, a terminated employee can recover additional damages. Job loss
is an upsetting and traumatic event. When it exercises its power to terminate, then, the employer must exercise this
power in good faith.
Wallace facts: left long-time secure employment to join a new employer. -Bardal factor. Terminated when he's 59. ER
alleges cause aggressively without good faith. Caused Wallace to be depressed, etc.
o Court finds an implied duty in a contract that you have to terminate in a manner of good faith. Para 95: ER's
ought to be held to an obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the manner of dismissal, the breach of which
will be compensated by adding to the notice period.
 If you terminate someone on the day their daughter is getting married, or a skywriting termination
will lengthen notice period as a recognition f the extra harms done during termination.
o Basically incentivizes bosses to be sensitive when they fire someone.
 'candid, reasonable honest and forthright' can't be 'unsensitive' and a few others.
Criticisms of Wallace
Not clear what is being compensated – actual or theoretical damages? They extend notice period, but don't prove any
actual damages.
What is the test to meet? Hurt feelings aren't the proper domain of Wallace damages, but on the other hand
insensitive conduct was compensable.
Vastly different sums for the same damages in different cases

Honda Canada v Keays, 2008 SCC
Honda Damages – revisits Wallace damges
Facts
- K was terminated after 14 years of service. He worked first on the assembly line and later on data entry. He had no
specialized training. There is a lack of comparable employment in his town.
- Diagnosed with chronic fatigue syndrome. Enrolled in the Honda Disability Program, allowing him to take absences
from work if related to the disability.
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-

Honda asked K to meet with one of their doctors. K told Honda that legal advice told him that he would not meet
without an outline of the consultation. K then missed a week of work.
- Upon return to work, K was give a letter stating that (1) they do not respond to legal counsel, (2) they do not believe K
has an actual disability, and (3) they will terminate unless he shows up to the meeting.
- K doesn’t show up and is terminated. TJ gave him 15 months notice, 9 months of Wallace damages. Also punitive
damages.
Application
- The 15-month notice period stands. No evidence that the manner in which K was dismissed warrants extending the
notice period or awarding punitive damages.
Reasoning
- SCC says no bad faith conduct, the letter the ER sent wasn’t false or misleading, it was relaying info from experts
(adams- but they’re not independent experts, so shittier argument)
- SCC creates Honda Damages: Employers have an obligation of good faith and fair dealing in dismissal, meaning that
they should be candid, reasonable, honest, and forthright.
- What’s different from wallace?
1. Compensatory, not punitive. Compensate actual damages resulting from the manner of dismissal. Manner
that is “unfair or is in bad faith by being, for example, untruthful, misleading or unduly insensitive”
 Requires proof of actual damage. Not necessarily medical evidence, but something.
2. No compensation for psychological damage resulting from the mere fact of dismissal, sadness reasonably
flows from dismissal but employer has right to dismiss.
3. No more extended notice, prove costs incurred as result of manner of dismissal (ie counseling, evidence
from spouse, inability to get job evidence etc.)
- Punitive Damages:
o Restricted to advertent wrongful acts so outrageous that they deserve of punishment on their own. Very rare
o Requires an independent actionable wrong (e.g. defamation, assault, etc.), doesn’t need to be a tort.
o Can be the breach of another provision of the contract, i.e. breach of good faith termination.
- Bardal Analysis:
o The label of a position does not matter; the actual circumstances matter.
o No one Bardal factor should be given more weight.
o Traditional presumptions about the role that managerial level plays in reasonable notice can be rebutted by
evidence.
Dissent
- Honda Damages: An employer’s failure to properly discharge the good faith obligation of dismissal makes it
foreseeable that mental distress might be caused. Compensatory damages may therefore be awarded.
- Would uphold the additional notice period on account of their being sufficient evidence that Honda acted in bad faith.

Bhasin



Good faith obligation in all contractual performance, may mean required honesty about reasons for termination.
Adams- probs means that you won’t have to give reasons fro termination but you can’t lie.

4.5 Other Damages- client books
Merill Lynch v Soost, 2010 ABCA
Damages: Loss of Clients
Facts
- S was a high-performing investment adviser at a national brokerage firm for three years. He had more seniority than a
three-year employee because of a merger. He received a year notice period.
- He found a job after three weeks at a less reputable firm. Many of his desirable clients did not follow. He wanted
compensation for the loss of his client book.
Held:
- No compensation for the loss of clients. The employer only required to pay what would have been earned during the
notice period.
Reasoning
- If S received compensation for the loss of his book of business, he would be compensated twice because his earnings
were remuneration for his book of business.
- The employer did not carry out the termination in a manner supposed to deprive S of his clients.
- No Honda Damages:
o Requires action akin to intent, malice, or blatant disregard for the employee. Not just mistake or sloppiness.
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o Honest belief, especially with arguable grounds, bars Honda damages for alleging cause.
o Economic loss from being dismissed does not fall within Honda damages.
Hadley v Baxendale:
o Excludes damages that are too remote, typically because they were not foreseeable.
Note: Court says Pay in lieu is not a breach of contract. [This is a misstatement of the law.]

Elgert v Home Hardware, 2011 ABCA
How Not to Conduct an Investigation
Facts
- E worked at the distribution center for 17 years. He was 48 years old and a supervisor. Bernier worked under E. E
received numerous complaints about her and finally moved her to another department.
- Bernier and Stengle related stories about E’s belly-bumping to their coworkers and the manager, Bernier’s father.
Bernier Sr. began discussing sexual harassment with Kirck and Gingrich. Kirck was chosen to investigate, although he
had no experience. Kirck spoke with Bernier, but not Stengle, and then immediately suspended E.
- E was given no reason for his suspension until later. Wanted meeting but wouldn’t meet with E while he had a lawyer.
Termination letter sent citing sex harass, insubordination and failing to attend meeting
Held: wrongfully dismissed, Tj: 2 year notice, Honda damages, punitive damages (+ defamation for indiv guys). ABCA reduces
punitive and dismisses Honda (damage not made out)
Application
- Enough evidence for punitive damages: Bernier Sr. was involved in the investigation relating to his daughter, his
friends were conducting the investigation, Kirck had no experience in sexual harassment investigations, and they had
decided to terminate E before the investigation was actually complete.
- No Honda: because E did not prove that his emotional distress came from the manner of termination instead of the
fact of termination.
notes
- Baseless allegations of misconduct sufficient to constitute cause can be Honda damages.
- Punitive Damages
o 6 dimensions of proportionality apply:
(1) Blameworthiness of the defendant’s conduct.
(2) Degree of vulnerability of the plaintiff.
(3) Harm or potential harm directed at the plaintiff.
(4) Need for deterrence.
(5) Must take into account other penalties.
(6) Advantage gained by the defendant from the misconduct.
Dissent
 There was enough evidence for aggravated/Honda damages to be left with the jury.
 Reducing the punitive damages undermines the reward the jury felt appropriate, especially given the fact that they
also awarded aggravated/Honda damages.

4.6 Mitigation
-

Rationale - the obligation to mitigate
o Contract law says that the plaintiff has a duty to mitigate their damages b/c
 At some point, the damages flow from the plaintiff's inaction, not the defendant's breach.
 Also, economic efficiency - if you can avoid losses, they can be avoided.
o Usually knocks a few months off the RN as damages.

Christiansson v North Hill News, 1993 ABCA
Mitigation: duty to mitigate and school upgrade
Facts
- C was an employee for 17 years. She held a position of manager/supervisor for six years. This was the only job she
had held in her adult life. She was an exemplary employee. Terminated without cause. Poor economic conditions at
time of termination.
- C upgraded at college for 6 months, b/c other employers in that work were using new technology. TJ said she didn’t
mitigate enough
Held;
- 12 months notice period is awarded. No significant failure to mitigate, school reasonable. Costs of upgrading are
included in her damages. Mitigation damages must flow from the breach (lack of notice) not job loss itself.
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Reasoning
- Notice period: Do not include within the Bardal analysis the fact that the employee had failed to mitigate as this would
be a double deduction.
- Failure to Mitigate
o Onus of proof on the ER to prove.
o Efforts must only be reasonable, not perfect.
o Any gap in evidence accrues to the plaintiff’s benefit.
o Plaintiff need not mitigate damages by taking a significant demotion/part-time work
- Costs of Mitigation may be awarded.
Test for failure to mitigate
(1) ER must establish that the employee did not take steps to search for work after the dismissal.
 Onus of proof is on the defendant.
 Efforts must only be reasonable, not perfect.
 Only applies to opportunities inside of the notice period. Boutcher
(2) Demonstrate that he would have found work had he done so.
 Plaintiff need not mitigate damages by taking a significant demotion/part-time work.

Evans v Teamsters, 2008 SCC
Mitigation by Previous Employer
Facts
- EE was employed for 23 years as a business agent. He was 58 years old. Entitled to 22 months notice.
- E was wrongfully terminated. Negotiations commenced, but went nowhere. E wanted to work for 12 months working
and 12 months off. He also wanted a promotion for his wife.
- Employer asked him to return to work out 2 year notice, after realizing how expensive it would be to pay him in lieu.
EE never went back. ER argues he failed to mitigate by not returning.
Held
- A reasonable person would have returned to work. In the absence of conditions rending return to work unreasonable,
an employee can be expected to mitigate by returning to ER. E had subjective beliefs about the hostility of his
workplace, but not reasonably grounded. Plus, there is strong evidence that E was willing to resume his old job. He
negotiated for that
Reasoning
- Damages are meant to compensate for lack of damages—so, requiring an employee to mitigate by taking temporary
work with dismissing employer consistent with the principles
Duty to Return Test:
- Would a reasonable person accept the opportunity to mitigate damages?
o A reasonable person should be expected to do so "[w]here the salary offered is the same, where the working
conditions are not substantially different or the work demeaning, and where the personal relationships
involved are not acrimonious"
o Main factor: an employee should not be obliged to mitigate by working in an atmosphere of hostility,
embarrassment or humiliation.
o Other factors: the history and nature of the employment, whether or not the employee has commenced
litigation, and whether the offer of re-employment was made while the employee was still working for the
employer or only after he or she had already left, similar pay, similar working conditions.
- Note Honda Damages not subject to mitigation.
Dissent
- Mitigation: It should only rarely be the case that an employee will be required to mitigate their damages by taking
employment with their previous employer.
- Requiring otherwise would force an employee to accept re-employment with an employer that acted wrongfully.
- Both objective and subjective elements should be employed in determining the question.
Application
- E is entitled to his notice period of 22 months. The ER never met its burden of proving EE hadn’t mitigated damages.
- The majority’s reasoning has the effect of turning a wrongful dismissal with a lengthy notice period into a new firing
for cause and therefore without notice.

Magnan v Brandt Tractor, 2008 ABCA
Mitigation Steps/Continuation of Evans
Facts
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M 38 year EE. For the last 11 years, M was a customer support advisor. 65 years old.
Brandt had an unwritten mandatory retirement policy. In July, they communicated to M that he would be retiring in 6
months time. M then gave his resignation in November, although he did protest the policy. M’s lawyer told Brandt that
they could not force retirement. Violated Alberta HR. Brandt said that M could return to work, although they said that
he had mislead them into giving him a gift and hiring another employee.
- EE claimed wrongful dismissal, asks 24 months RN, Honda due to HR violation.
- ER argues he already committed to retiring in 4 months, so notice would go beyond what would have happened if the
contract was performed. Also told him to come back to mitigate
Application
- Awarded 18 months minus 5 for working notice, +3 for vacation, no requirement to mitigate damages at work like in
evans, here ER alleged dishonesty, unreasonable to return.
Reasoning
- Application of Mitigation test.
o (1) Establish that the employee did not take steps to search for work after the dismissal.
o (2) Demonstrate that he would have found work had he done so.

Boutcher v Clearwater Seafoods, 2010 NSCA
Mitigation: Contractual Sum and Mitigation Expenses
Facts
- B was 59, K 61, when terminated as sea captains. He was 18 and 17 years with Clearwater. No written contract til
1996, oral from 1971. That contract gave two years notice that their employment would be terminated. After that they
might keep them for contract work. The contract had a clause stating that either party could terminate with 30 days
notice. If not, then they would pay $5K (employee) or $25K (employer).
- Both captains received new single trip contracts in 2003. No provision similar to the first agreement regarding
termination was present. But there was a clause waiving any claim against the employer, present or future.
- B was told he could captain a research vessel on a reduced basis. He rejected this offer. K was on workers comp when
he was terminated. EEs sued for wrongful dismissal, want the 25K
Held:
- The first termination came with reasonable notice. That period of time will not be included in the rest of the analysis.
- The first contract was not validly terminated, so the captains are entitled to the $25K that the contract stated would
be paid to conclude employment.
- The next agreement was therefore void because it represented a change in employment that was without
consideration (Hobbs). The no-liability clause therefore does not operate.
- Thus the period after the termination of the first contract operates by common law. The captains are therefore
entitled to 3 months notice.
- The offer of employment for research could not have counted as mitigation since that employment fell outside the
notice period.
- No mitigation expenses for the purchase of a new vessel. Not a mitigation of the three-month notice period but an
investment in capital for future earnings.
Reasoning
- Notice: Sufficient and effective working notice terminates an employment contract.
o Notice must be specific, unequivocal, and clearly communicated.
- Provision for Termination:
o Look to the objective interpretation of the contract in order to discover whether mitigation was meant to be
applied to the sum paid for termination.
- Mitigation:
o Mitigation only applies to the period of reasonable notice. Opportunities outside of the notice period are
irrelevant.
o Mitigation Expenses:
o An employee can recover reasonable mitigation expenses.
o The rationale is that the employer obtains a benefit from the employee successfully mitigating, so the
employer should finance the search.
o Generally relates to job counseling, relocation, retraining, etc.

Russo v Kerr Bros, 2010 ONSC

Mitigation with Same Employer in Constructive Dismissal
Facts
- R is 53, 37 years w/ D. It is the only full-time job he has had. He never completed high school and has no skills other
than those he learned on the job. He began as a shipping clerk and finished as a warehouse manager supervising 1-7
persons, skills so tied to employ, no other possible job. R made $114K (85 through salary and 30 lump sum).
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ER gives 10% cut across the board. Then he gets cut more, to $60K because above market value & biz’s bad finances.
R retained counsel. Counsel sent a letter saying that R took this to be a fundamental change that he didn’t accept,
allowing him to sue for constructive dismissal. Also that the K was repudiated he would continue to work to mitigate
and didn’t accept term.

Held:
-

R was entitled to mitigate his damages by continuing to work for the company. He followed wronko and openly
rejected term. The company acquiesced to this arrangement when they did not tell R to leave.
- Notice period is 22 months.
Reasoning
- P didn’t accept the repudiation of the contract like the ER claimed, he clearly stated in the letter that it was a unilateral
action that he didn’t agree with.
- Adjusting his income was a fundamental change to the contract.
- Mitigation in Constructive Dismissal by staying with ER
o EE is entitled to mitigate their damages by continuing to work for the employer that has constructively
dismissed them (assuming the employer does not tell them to leave). Here the ER agreed through
acquiescence.
o If the employee works pass the notice period, they will be taken to have acquiesced to the changes that
resulted in the constructive dismissal.
- Ongoing Notice Period- where decision made during notice period
o Where damages have not yet materialized, i.e. the notice period is still ongoing, the court will award for the
period elapsed and adjourn until the end of the notice period to determine the rest of the amount to paid.

Bowes v Goss Power Products, 2012 ONCA
Mitigation and Contractual Notice/Payment, sliding scale
Facts
- The employment contract stipulated a sliding scale fixing the amount to be awarded in the case of wrongful dismissal.
The contract was silent as to whether mitigation was necessary.
Issue: if a K gives fixed amount of notice, when they’re terminated, are they obligated to mitigate?
Held: No, unless mitigation of the fixed payment is mentioned, EE not required to mitigate
Reasoning:
- Employers must be clear and explicit if they intend to require an employee to mitigate what otherwise would be fixed
or liquidated damages.
- Contractual amount/liquidated damages distinct from the common law notice period.
- Inference that no mitigation will apply is even stronger in cases where the payment is to obtain certainty of closure.

Giza v Sechelt School Bus Service, 2012 BCCA
Not Working Through Notice and Inadequate Notice
Facts
- G was employed for 5 years as a bus driver. He was 61 years old. He previously worked as a forester.
- The employer terminated G and gave him 5 weeks working notice. He just left when he got termination letter. The
working notice was inadequate, should have gotten 6 months
Held:
- G was not constructively dismissed. He was given working notice. He should have worked through the notice.
- BUT the notice given was inadequate. G’s repudiation of the contract does not negate his claim for proper notice since
that right to proper notice was created at the time of his termination and not at the time of his repudiation by leaving
for good.
- Reasonable notice would have been 6 months, but is reduced to 5 months for the period of time G should have been
working.
Reasoning
- Working Notice
o Giving notice of termination does not by itself create constructive dismissal (deputat  working notice isn’t a
breach)
o The employee must work through the working notice period, or else repudiate the contract.
o Repudiation does not end ongoing rights and obligations, i.e. an employee repudiating a contract during
working notice retains a claim for the proper notice period minus the period of notice the employee should
have worked.
- Inadequate Notice: may constitute a repudiation of the contract. This is a question of fact.
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4.7 Torts in the workplace
Piresferreira v Ayotte, 2010 ONCA
Torts in the Workplace
Facts
- P worked for Bell for 10 years. She was an account manager. She received excellent performance reviews except for
2000 and 2004. P’s manager, A, was loud and aggressive. A contemplated a Performance Improvement Plan for P.
- A pushed P after a disagreement relating to a client meeting. A immediately implemented a PIP requiring her to report
to him on a daily basis and attend bi-weekly meetings with him. P lodged a complaint against A.
- HR wanted P to come in to review her PIP. P refused. HR subsequently told her that she had refused a meeting in
which A would apologize. It also described the steps taken to punish A.
- Litigation commenced. Bell tried to arrange for P to return to work but P refused. P was diagnosed with depression
and PTSD. She was totally disabled from work. This stemmed from the assault.
Application of law
- Torts in the Workplace (Kamloops)
o (1) Relationship of Proximity
o (2) Reasonable Foreseeability of Damage
o (3) Policy Considerations Limiting Duty of Care
 Torts should not unsettle jurisprudence around employment law, i.e. create new, expansive duties.
That’s best left to the legislature.
 Torts should not be created where employment law already offers remedies for the damage.
- Intentional Infliction of Mental Suffering
o (1) Flagrant and outrageous conduct (glaring and notoriously false communication).
o (2) Actor must desire the kind of consequences to follow, or know that the kind of damage is substantially
certain to follow. No need to desire of know the extent of the harm.
- Battery
Held
- Notice 12 months. No failure to mitigate because of P’s medical condition making her completely unable to work.
- Honda damages for the manner of P’s dismissal. The timing of the PIP was to ward off a complaint. The reversal as to
the purpose of the meeting. No provision to P of a copy of disciplinary warning given to A. Inadequate action taken to
ensure a safe workplace for P.
- Duty to employee:
There is a relationship of proximity between employer and employee, even if it arises from a contract. There
was reasonable foreseeability of damage flowing from constant yelling, pushing, and work probation.
However, policy weighs against establishing a duty to shield an employee from mental suffering: this would
greatly impact settled jurisprudence, and Honda damages already offer a remedy for such harm.
- No intentional infliction of mental suffering because A never intended the damage, nor knew that the damage was
substantially likely to occur.
- Battery occurred. Damages at $15K (generous).

Chapter 5: Settlement
Farmer v Foxridge Homes, 1992 ABQB

accord and satisfaction. Power imbalance; independent legal advice required. 7 days good time for EE to consider.
Facts
- F is 58, employed as a sales manager in charge of 6 people. Successful, worked 4 yrs. The day he was fired, he was told
to calculate his commission owing and his severance under AB law. F created two sets of calculations, took the higher
one. No release was signed and no language of settlement or release occurred. F then obtained worked elsewhere for
3 months. Signif less responsibility & money. F decided to leave at the end of probationary period. Tried to go alone.
- Foxridge says they came to a settlement and Farmer isn’t entitled to claim any further damages. F they didn’t settle,
they argue that he didn’t mitigate. Famer says they didn’t settle and he did mitigate.
Held; no accord.
- There was no real negotaiation or meeting of the minds on a settlement also no inducement. EE in a vulnerable
position b/c of termination. ER can prepare, EE cannot. F never had independent legal advice, this is essential. Onus is
on ER to prove that accord reached.
- Notice period is 12 months. F had 5 weeks of holiday and no requirement to wear a tie because of vertebrae injury.
No managerial position was available to F and he took adequate steps to mitigate. Farmers income will be set at his
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salary as manager, and not as his salary as salesman; his more recent salary was specific at the time and is the proper
measure of his loss moving forward.
Reasoning
- Accord and Satisfaction
o (1) Accord is the agreement to discharge the obligation.
 Must be a meeting of minds, or one person acting in such a way as to induce the other to think that
the money is taken in satisfaction of the claim and to cause him to act upon that view.
 Employer bears the onus of proving an agreement exists.
o (2) Satisfaction is the consideration required to support the discharge.
- Reasonable Notice
o Should reflect the period of time an EE can obtain similar employment, salary, perks, and working condition.
o In calculating commission, empirical evidence (and not personal generalization) of a decline in work would
have to presented in order to reduce the amount to be awarded.

Blackmore v Cablenet, 1994 ABQB
Settlement, contra proferentum, interpret in favour of the vulnerable party.
Facts
- B was induced to take a commission job as a cablesalesman. B made over $100K each year of his two years of work.
Cablenet terminated him because of the costs of his commission. B was given a termination letter with a severance
offer of $15K and a release. He took it home and signed it 8 days later. B was diagnosed with depression and
demonstrated poor decision-making. B got work in the US for $3K a month.
- Cablenet applied financial pressure, B called labour board not a lawyer, said he’d be lucky to get anything so he signed.
- EE argues that 1) the agreement didn’t actually prevent him from sueing. This argument fails b/c it says all claims
arising out of termination. 2) agreement was unconscionable. High stardard for the court to undo a contract
Held;
- The agreement is unconscionable. B was surprised with the agreement after excellent performance. No negotiation
took place. B was not given his back pay, references promised, or severance until he signed. B only contacted Labour
Standards and not counsel. A offered 5 weeks substantially unfair; a reasonable period would be 4months.
- Notice period is set at 4 months.
Reasoning
- Release Agreement/Clause
o A release is only evidence of an accord.
o The interpretation of a vague release involves the application of contra preforentum, i.e. interpret the clause
in favor of the party that did not write the agreement.
- Unconscionability
o (1) There is an inequality in bargaining power arising out of ignorance, need, or distress of the weaker party.
 Undue financial pressure is an exemplar.
 Lack of legal advice can contribute to inequality.
 Receipt of legal advice negates inequality.
o (2) The stronger party has unconscionably used a position of power to achieve an advantage.
 Pressure to sign will often be present, e.g. withholding of pay rightfully earned.
 Participation in the negotiation will often negate unconscionability.
o (3) The agreement is substantially unfair to the weaker party/sufficiently divergent from community
standards of commercial morality that it should be set aside.

How to draft a Release Agreement




State the amount of severance given.
State that the severance is in exchange for the release.
State that the employee has x amount of days to consider the agreement.
o Best not to let an employee sign immediately.
o Let them know that they can consult counsel.
 State the amount of statutory/pay required.
o Give that money at the time the agreement is presented.
Tax Efficient Settlement
 Pay in installments for avoiding increasing the employee’s tax bracket.
 Employer still has to take deductions (CPP, income tax, etc) because the damages are meant to replace salary.
 Honda damages are not taxed; employers not really likely to admit to this.
 Include legal fees in the payment.
 Pay some portion directly into an RRSP.
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Chapter 6: Confidential Info, Non-Comp and Injunctions
6.1 Sources of Employee duties
-

-

Contract.
o K can include obligations like increasing notice for quitting or Confidentiality (clearer terms than in CL) and
non-compete, non solicitation.
Common Law.
o Duty of good faith and fidelity.
o Duty to keep confidence.
o Notice on quitting: ie more notice that statute for key EE/fids: 4 instead of 2 weeks as a benchmark
o Some employees will have fiduciary duties.
 Exposes EEs to different obligations and different damages for breach
Statute: S. 58 Esc Employee required to give notice 1-2 weeks notice. Written!
s58(1) - when EE ends termination, EE must give the ER a written termination notice of at least
(a) one week, if the EE has been employed by the ER for more than 3 months but less than 2 years, or
(b) 2 weeks, if the EE has been employed by the ER for 2 years or more.
59(1) - If an EE gives a termination notice that is the minimum notice required and the ER wishes to
terminate the EE’s employment before the end of the EE’s notice period, the ER must pay the EE an amount at
least equal to the wages that the EE would have earned if the EE had worked the EE’s regular hours of work
for the remainder of the notice period given by the EE.
 In effect, this is the reverse of working notice - quitting is something the EE is entitled to do under the
contract, but ER is entitled to send them home if they wish
 ER is not required to give all of the normally required notice when they terminate in these
circumstances - only have to put EE in position they would have been had the contract been
performed, and if it had been performed, the EE would have been done in 1-2 weeks anyway
(2) If an EE gives a termination notice that is longer than the minimum notice required and the ER wishes to
terminate the employee’s employment before the end of the employee’s notice period, the employer must pay
the employee an amount at least equal to the wages the employee would have earned if the employee had
worked the employee’s regular hours for the remainder of the termination notice period that the employer is
required to give to the employee under section 56.

6.2 Intro to Key employees and fid duties
Officers, directors and key employees have fiduciary duties.
- Key employee: employee that owes fiduciary obligations. Whether someone is a key employee will depend on the
substance of the relationship between ER and EE, not simply the job title.
Test for fiduciary (world wide)
(1) Fiduciary can exercise discretion or power.
(2) Fiduciary can unilaterally exercise that discretion or power to affect the beneficiary’s legal or practical interests.
(3) The beneficiary is peculiarly vulnerable to the fiduciary holding the discretion or power.
Test for key employee
o Look to the substance of the relationship. World Wide Customs/Torcana
o Where an employee held a position of senior management or could be described as key/face of the business,
he will be precluded from exploiting that position of trust for his own business interests. Torcana/Jones
o Key employee must have the ability to direct and guide the affairs of the business. Torcana
-

Key Employee Obligations
- Non-Solicitation World Wide Customs/Torcana
o Key employees may not directly solicit clients of their former employer for a reasonable period
o Key employees may accept clients of their former employer.
- Length of Non-Solicitation World Wide Customs/Torcana
o Obligation endures after termination for so long as is reasonably required for the former employer to
contact clients and attempt to retain their loyalty. 6-12 months.
o Higher level of trust and confidence, the longer the period. Factors include:
 Fiduciary’s level of responsibility as well as that of employee’s recruited to leave.
 Period of service.
 Nature and scope of preplanning.
 Degree or lack of candor.
 Timing in terms of relative vulnerability of the operation.
 Steps required to react, given the business significance of personal relationships with clients.
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-

-

Business Opportunities Torcana
o Cannot take a maturing business opportunity from their employer. Must be a misuse of the fiduciary’s
power before liability attaches.
Non-Solicitation of Employees Torcana
o Cannot actively solicit other employees to quit and to enter into new business arrangements.
o You can tell them you’re leaving and they can come, but you can’t use your status as key employee to solicit a
person specifically.
General Duty of good faith and fidelity as fiduciary

NOTE: don’t conflate the duty to refrain from solicitation for a reasonable time as a duty not to compete, every employee is
free to compete as soon as termination occurs (RBC says so, torcana does the weird no competition during notice, but
rbc doesn’t and it scc), subject to contract provision.
-

Regular employee obligations
- Non-Solicitation and non competition while you’re working there, but after work hours is fine.
- Can’t use confidential information

6.3 Confidential Information and Key Employees
Tree Savers International v Savoy, 1992 ABCA
Taking Confidential Information/Quitting with enough Notice, oil field salesmen
Facts
- 2 guys were employees of Tree Savers. They quit after giving 2 weeks notice. The employer had them leave
immediately. During that 2 week period they set up a competing company. They took a Rolodex of phone numbers and
used it to solicit clients from their previous employer. They took a large part of Tree Savers work, due in part to them
being the entirety of its sales team. Virtually all their new clients were previously clients of Tree Savers.
Issue; was the information taken confidential?
Held; yes
- The defendants took and used the confidential telephone list to the detriment of their old employer. They also took
and used a design for a pressure device. Damages are awarded for lost profit and lost value of the business, i.e.
lessened future profits. Damages also awarded for expenses accrued in the replacement of employees. Contingency
discount is applied on this latter head of damages.
- Ducharme induced and facilitated S and D’s breach of contract. This is a tort. Liable for replacing and training
employees on short notice.
Reasoning
- Test for whether information is Confidential (Coco & lac mineral cases)
o If the circumstances are such that any reasonable person in the place of the recipient of the information
would upon reasonable grounds believed the information to be given in confidence, then this imposes an
obligation of confidence.
 Harder to avoid a finding of confidence where the information is given in the context of a business
relationship.
Note: Inadequate attempts to maintain a secret do not justify use of trade secrets.
- Reasonable Notice Before Quitting
o Obligation on the employee to give reasonable notice before quitting.
o Damage flows from the failure to give notice, i.e. replacement, retraining, lost opportunity, etc.
- Inducement of Breach of Contract made out here. EEs should get an indemnity clause from their new employer.

Anderson, Smyth, Kelly Customs Brokers v World Wide Customs, 1996 ABCA

Soliciting Clients, and first time we talked about key employee
Facts
- K is a customs broker, became director, officer, and minority shareholder of ASK. He was named in the company, only
person in Edmonton office, key employee. K quit and immediately began competing with ASK through WW. K solicited
many of his clients from ASK.
Issue: is he a fiduciary and thus duty to not solicit.
Held:
- K is a fiduciary. He was responsible for day-to-day operations of the Edmonton office, he could unilaterally exercise
his delegated authority to affect ASK’s legal and economic interests.
- K should have refrained from contacting ASK’s clients for one year.
- WW knowingly accepted the benefit of K’s breach of his fiduciary duty. WW is also therefore liable.
- Damages will be awarded to the extent that K and WW have been enriched, disgorgement. Diff from compensatory
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Reasoning
- Fiduciary Relationships
o (1) Fiduciary can exercise discretion or power.
o (2) Fiduciary can unilaterally exercise that discretion or power to affect the beneficiary’s legal or practical
interests.
o (3) The beneficiary is peculiarly vulnerable to the fiduciary holding the discretion or power.
- Key Employee Fiduciary Relationship
o Substance of the relationship is key.
o Key employees may not directly solicit clients of their former employer.
 Inevitability of loss of clients is not a consideration is assessing existence of a breach.
o Key employees may accept clients of their former employer.
o Obligation endures after termination for so long as is reasonably required for the former employer to contact
clients and attempt to retain their loyalty.
 Higher level of trust and confidence, the longer the period.
o Obligation flows from the key employee’s position of trust.
- Third Parties and Fiduciaries
o Equity binds a third party that knowingly assists or participates in the breach of a fiduciary’s duty.
- Damages
o Damages should be awarded for a breach of the fiduciary duty to the extent that the breaching fiduciary has
been wrongfully enriched.

Torcana Valve Services v Anderson, 2007 ABQB

Establishing what is a Key Employee d what is the reasonable non solicitation time
Facts
- A left his employment with no notice and immediately set up a competing business. He was not honest about his
reason for leaving. A took another employee with him. No evidence of any delay in replacing the two employees,
although the 2 years after their departure were financially difficult. A was originally induced to take up the job he left.
A was 30. He worked for Torcana for 17 months. Duties included sales, dealing with suppliers, working with the shop,
and setting prices.
- No restrictive covenant or non-competition obligations were discussed. He solicited nearly all clients he worked with
while at Torcana.
Issues: are you a key ee and whats reasonable period of non solicitation
Held
- A was a key employee. A was the entire sales end of the business, dealt entirely with customers, sought out new
customers, had free reign with suppliers, discretion in setting pricing and reducing costs, made recommendations
concerning hiring, promotion, and firing, exercised control over the shop, and had access to financial documents. He
was the face of the business. Moreover, he received a share of the business’ profits.
- A took confidential information with him, although he never used it, lawyer got him to destroy. Still a breach. A told
clients that Torcana was going under. This is either defamatory or an attempt to inflict economic harm on a
competitor. Damages may increase when the tort arises from the actions of a fiduciary.
- Fiduciary/key employ should give more notice approx. 4 weeks
- HE shouldn’t have solicited clients from Torcana for 6 months and NO competion Torcana for a month, during notice
Damages flow from the one month non-compete and the six month non-solicitation (bad law from RBC).
Reasoning
- Key Employee
o Where an employee held a position of senior management or could be described as key, he will be precluded
from exploiting that position of trust and confidence for his own business interests.
o Determined functionally, and not by reference to title. Factors include, but are not limited to, discretion,
influence, vulnerability, and trust.
o Not all managerial positions lead to the imposition of the high fiduciary obligation. A prerequisite is that the
employee have the ability to direct and guide the affairs of the business.
- Key Employee Duties
o Act in the principal’s interest and not put themselves in a position where their interests compete with their
principal’s interest.
 Cannot take a maturing business opportunity from their employer. Must be a misuse of the
fiduciary’s power before liability attaches.
 Right to compete is qualified: fiduciary cannot actively solicit business from specific customers of
principal. Continues for a reasonable period of time after termination.
 Must not take, use, or disclose confidential information obtained in the course of employment.
 Cannot actively solicit other employees to quit and to enter into new business arrangements.
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Adequate Notice of Quitting
o 2 wks for normal, 4 for fids/enior
Reasonable Period of Non-Solicitation
o Factors
 Fiduciary’s level of responsibility as well as that of employee’s recruited to leave.
 Period of service.
 Nature and scope of preplanning.
 Degree or lack of candor.
 Timing in terms of relative vulnerability of the operation.
 Steps required to react, particularly given the business significance of personal relationships with
clients.

RBC v Merrill Lynch, 2008 SCC

Breach of Common law Duty of Good Faith/ FREE TO COMPETE UPON TERMINATION
FACTS
- Virtually all of RBC’s investment advisors left for a competitor. Branch manager Delamont coordinated the move. Part
of Delamont’s job description was to retain investment advisors for RBC. RBC did not have a non-compete clause in its
agreements. ER sues for 5 years of lost profit
Held:
- EEs not key employees, neither is manager, don’t owe fid duty. B/c he wasn’t fiduciary, was free to poach EEs, even if
he was a fid, he is allowed to plan and let ppl know.
- failure to perform his managerial duties in “good faith and fidelity” creates compensable damages flowing from the
near-collapse of the branch, but damages aren’t for 5 years, its lost profit for 2 week notice period
- No damages flowing from the employees competing during what would have been their notice period. They are free to
compete upon termination.
Reasoning
- Competition and Residual Duties
- Contract of employment ends with termination, but some residual duties remain. Includes a duty not to misuse
confidential information, fiduciary duties, and contractual duties such as negative covenants.
o Subject to these duties, an employee is free to compete.
- Damages:
o Hadley v Baxendale Rule: Compensable damages must arise naturally (usual course of things) or be such as
may reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of the parties at the time they made the
contract as a probable result of a breach.
Dissent
- Duty of Good Faith
o Every employment contract has an implied duty of good faith.
o The duty traditionally finds a non-fiduciary employee liable only for competition during employment or
misuse of confidential information.
o Employees are free to leave their employment and free to compete.
o Justified by the benefit of competition to the public and by the need for employees to earn a living.
- Right to Compete
o A necessary corollary of the right to compete is the right to search for alternative employment, negotiate with
a competitor, and speak with co-workers about the intention to leave.
- Negative Covenants
o Courts should not introduce negative covenants where they have not been bargained for.
Application
- The majority’s finding of a breach of the duty of good faith creates a heightened, quasi-fiduciary duty. This heightens
the vulnerability of employees and expands the duty of good faith far beyond precedent. It would be unfair to punish
employees for advancing their professional interests.
- Damages shouldn’t flow from him moving, he’s entitled to do that.
- Assuming that a breach did take place, the damages are disproportionate and exaggerated. The five years loss on
which the damages where calculated accords with neither the reasonable expectations of the parties nor with
industry expectations. The damages include those resulting from his own n leaving, effectively punishing him for
exercising his right to quit.
- RBC’s lack of a non-compete clause affects the analysis of good faith. Moreover, the industry is extremely competitive
and it is usual for employees to exit for a competitor.
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Jones v Klassen, 2006 ABQB

Key employee, failure to give notice, letter to ER’s clients
Facts
- K was an investment advisor with EJ. He worked there for 3 years. He was trained by EJ. He was the only employee at
that location. He was the face of EJ at that branch. K left EJ for a competitor. He sent a letter to his former clients telling
of the move, stating that he believed it to be in the best interests of his clients, and providing his contact information.
- K took client information with him, including a list of prospective clients. Gives NO NOTICE
Held: 3 breaches:
- (1) K breach several contractual provisions for soliciting former clients and took confidential info (CL duty breach
and contract breach)
- (2) K had a fiduciary duty to EJ as the face of the company at that location (he was basically entirely in charge of
those operations) not to solicit
- (3) K also had a duty not to compete unfairly, (not a thing, trumped by SCC in rbc, when they say termination ends
duty of good faith). He can’t solicit but he can compete otherwise.
- Damages will be discounted by 20% for market attrition as well as friends and family attrition.
- Punitive damages: for the taking and use and reproduction of client information (which was misleadingly said to
have been returned through counsel).
Reasoning
- Punitive Damages
o Misconduct that represents a marked departure from ordinary standards of decent behavior.
- Note: the CA in RBC find a duty to tell your clients that you’re leaving, but the SCC didn’t address it. EEs should be
cautious in contact letters. Doesn’t need to be checked by ER first (probs will stop you from sending it), but you can’t
solicit.

6.4 Restrictive Covenants

-non competition clauses and non solicitation clauses
Employment vs. Business Restrictive Covenants Elsley
 Different set of vulnerabilities between businesses rather than EE and ER. Business: non-competition more
reasonable given that the commodity would be unsaleable if the seller could simply start up again.
 Employment: inequality of bargaining power and public interest in the employee exploiting his skills and knowledge.
Policy Considerations re Restrictive Covenants Elsley
 On the one hand, public interest in discouraging restrictions on trade and in maintaining free and open competition.
 On the other hand, courts are disinclined to restrict the right to contract, particularly when exercised by sophisticated
parties with equal bargaining power.
Validity of a Restrictive Covenant Elsley
 General Rule
o Restrictive covenants are presumed to be unreasonable.
o Covenants will be reasonable if they restrict only so much as is necessary to protect the employer’s interest.
 Test
(1) Assess the clause in light of the entirety of the agreement.
(2) Assess reasonableness between the parties.
 Onus on defendant.
 (A) Is there a Proprietary interest entitled to protection?
 (B) Were the temporal and spatial features of the clause too broad?
 (C) Is the covenant unenforceable as being against competition generally, and not limited to
proscribing clients of the former employer?
(3) Assess whether public policy invalidates the clause.
 Onus shift to the complainant.

JG Collins v Elsley Estate, 1978 SCC
Non-Solicitation and Non-Competition – enforceable in SW ontario
Facts
- E sold his insurance biz to Collins, but remained an EE as general manager. The K had a restrictive covenant
forbidding E from taking part in the business of a general insurance agent in part of Ontario for 5 years post
termination. This is non-comp, stronger than non solicit, so needs to have more scrutiny. The agreement also had a
clause for $1K of damages. E was the point of contact for all clients. E quit and began his own business. A large number
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of former clients followed him. Is the restrictive covenant valid?
held
-

RC upheld. JG had a proprietary interest in the clients it had purchased by purchasing the business from E. The spatial
and temporal dimensions of the agreement are valid. Given that the agreement was negotiated in the context of a sale
of business, the agreement is not invalid as against competition. The non-comp clause was necessary, non solicit
would be useless, given the fact that E had intimate relationships with the client base because of his manager status.
No public policy justifying invalidity.
- Injunction granted and damages of $1K.
Reasoning
- Distinction Between Restrictive Covenant re Sale of Business and Employment
o Business: non-competition more reasonable in biz context.
o Employment: inequality of bargaining power and public interest in the employee exploiting his skills and
knowledge.
- Policy Considerations re Restrictive Covenants
o One hand: public interest in discouraging restrictions on trade and in maintaining free and open competition,
On the other hand, courts are disinclined to restrict the right to contract, particularly when exercised by
sophisticated parties with equal bargaining power.
- Validity of a Restrictive Covenant: presumptively unenforceable.
(1) Assess reasonableness between the parties, in light of the entire agreement
(2) Is there a Proprietary interest entitled to protection?
 (A) duration (temporal)
 (B) geography (spatial)
 (C) nature of the activitie
(3) Assess whether public policy invalidates the clause.
 Onus shift to the EE to prove its against public policy
o Fact that the covenant could have been drafted more narrowly does not save it.
- Injunction
o P is entitled to an injunction, also unliquidated damages in equity for any part not restrained.
o No delay in order to grow damages is allowed.
- Damages
o Where a liquidated sum is stipulated for breach, a choice must be made between the sum and an injunction.
The sum may be recovered irrespective of actual loss.
 If taking the injunction, damages may also be given for actual loss sustained up to the date of the
injunction.
o Where the stipulated sum is only a penalty, only the amount to which there are actual damages may be
recovered. The sum also acts as a ceiling.
o Where a stipulated sum is available for each and every breach, those amounts are payable as well as the
award of an injunction for future breaches.

HL Staebler v Allan, 2008 ONCA
Non-Competition – unenforceable, too broad in nature of activities
Facts
- Two employees quit, unhappy with changes to the management structure. They took up work with a competitor and
took former clients with them. Their contract had a clause prohibiting them from conducting business with any clients
or customers of Staebler for two years. This is a non comp clause
held
- The clause is unenforceable. The clause is a non-competition clause. Staebler does have a proprietary interest in its
book of business. But the clause restricts all form of business, and not only insurance business, with its clients. This is
too much, a non-solictation clause would have been sufficient to protect the employer’s interest. Unlike Elsley, these
employees were not managers with vast control and intimate ties to all clients, they were merely 2/10 EEs in dept.
Reasoning
- Non-Competition Clause
o Warranted in only the most exceptional circumstances.
o Only enforced if a non-solicitation clause would not effectively protect an employer’s interest.

Shafron v KRG Insurance, 2009 SCC
Restrictive Covenants and Severance- dumb t.o lawyer struggling w/ vancouver
Facts
- There’s an ambiguous clause that prohibits competition within the Metropolitan City of Vancouver. That term has no
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legal definition. Is it enforceable after poor geography?
Held:
-

Clause unenforceable. Complete lack of objective intention means no application of severance or rectification. Court
has strong distaste for overbroad covenants
Reasoning
- Two Kinds of Severance
o Notional severance read down a contractual provision to the max possible enforceable clause. So make it
mean Vancouver and surrounding area
 No place in employment contracts. If its ambiguous, its unenforceable.
o Blue-pencil severance involves removing a part of the contractual provision.
 Restricted to removal of trivial parts, and not part of the main purport of the restrictive covenant.
Could be appropriate with a typo.
 Here you would need to take out metropolitain, Not appropriate here, where the mistake is the
source of ambiguity, its not giving effect to intention.
o Purpose of both kinds of severance is to give effect to the intention of the parties.
- General rule with Ambiguous Restrictive Covenants: unreasonable and will be void and unenforceable.
- Rectification: if its an obvious mistake and there was intention, meeting of the minds, we can go back and rectify. Not
appropriate here. But, the test:
o (1) A prior oral agreement must exist and be known.
o (2) The party seeking to uphold the written agreement must have known or ought to have known about the
lack of correspondence between the document and the oral agreement, in circumstances amounting to fraud
or the existence of fraud.
o (3) The precise form of the written agreement can be made to express the prior intention.

6.5 Injunctions
Avva Light v Komonoski, 1997 ABQB
Interim Injunction – not a great case to demonstrate.
Facts
- K was the original founder of Avva, made and sold neon signs. He served as pres and d/r, then VP, and later as a
commission sales agent. H was the production manager of Avva. H resigned and set up a business selling products to
Avva. K invested in that business while he was a director of Avva.
- Both H and K agreed to non-solicitation and non-compete clauses in their employment contracts with Avva.
- The business stopped selling to Avva and did business elsewhere.
held
- Injunction granted.
- There is a serious issue to be tried. No need to consider irreparable harm since this is a clear breach of a clear
covenant. Damage will flow from a loss of revenue as well as harm to reputation. Defendant’s only lose ill-gotten gains.
Moreover, the ease of enforcement counts in favor of the balance of convenience in granting an injunction.
- Analysis of the covenant: the two senior employees will be held to a higher standard of loyalty, K in particular is a
sophisticated individual, the restrictions in question are temporally and geographically specific (even if not there is a
severability clause), and there are plenty of competitors already in the market. All this suggests that the presumption
of unenforceability has been displaced.
Reasoning
- Interim Injunction
o (1) There is a serious issue to be tried.
o (2) The applicant will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction isn’t granted before trial.
o (3) The balance of convenience favors granting the injunction.
- Exception
o Where there is a clear breach of a clear covenant, the second condition in the analysis of an interim injunction
may be satisfied by less restrictive criteria.
o Court must still consider damages.
- Restrictive Covenant: The presumption of unenforceability is the staring point for an injunction analysis.
- Why would a judge be hesitant to give an interim injunction? If the covenant isn’t enforceable, then it’s a big
restriction on EE. On the other hand, the amount of damage to employer could be significant, destruction of a business
can’t be entirely compensated with damages. The dude probably won’t be able to pay 3 million in damages anyway.

Dreco Energy Services v Wenzel, ABCA
Severance and Interim Injunction (3 part test in operation)
Facts
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held
-

W is an inventor. Sold his business but stayed on. Both the sale of business contract and employment contract have
strict no compete clauses. W resigned and set up a competing business a few blocks away.

Injunction granted.
Some ambiguities in the covenant, but considerable evidence that there was a serious and time sensitive issue to be
tried. The K had provisions to the effect that a breach of the covenants would constitute irreparable harm. evidence
was tendered that W is marketing inventions within the scope of the agreement, using ex-employees. And soliciting
former clients. The harm to the company would be much greater if an injunction were not granted, while the harm to
W would be less if an injunction were granted but later set aside.
Reasoning
- A defence to the injunction does not negate a strong prima facie case, although an ironclad defence might do so.

Globex Foreign Exchange v Kelcher, 2011 ABCA
Wrongful Dismissal and Restrictive Covenants
Facts
- Three employees accepted restrictions as part of their employment. M was dismissed when he refused to accept even
more restrictions. K and O left when they were asked to accept more restrictive agreements. K and M made a list from
memory and only used it after they believed their non-solicitation period was up.
Issue: is the covenant even enforceable when the ER terminates? What about the covenant itself, too restrictive?
held
- Covenant overly broad because it restricts all dealings with former clients, and not dealings related to the industry.
- Covenant cannot be enforced because of the wrongful dismissal.
Reasoning
- Majority finds covenant unenforceable when ER terminates with wrongful dismissal. Whether its unenforceable with
working notice is not settled since that’s not a breach.
- Otherwise, employee will have difficulty mitigating, employers could hire and fire employees having the benefit of the
restriction, and employees would lose the consideration owed them for the inclusion of the restrictive covenant.
- Inclusion of wording “however terminated” is irrelevant.
- If it’s impossible to predict when a breach will occur, the covenant is unreasonable.
- Repudiation
o Rights and obligations that have already matured are not extinguished.
o Prospective obligations may be relevant to assessing damages.
o Termination without cause is a breach  so pay in lieu is a breach.
Dissent
- Restrictive Covenant
o Does not follow that a party in breach of one term of a contract (notice requirement) cannot enforce another
term of the contract (restrictive covenant).
o Termination not actually wrongful. Only thing wrongful would be inadequate notice or pay in lieu.
o Possible circumstances in which it would be unconscionable to enforce a restrictive covenant.

Chapter 7: Employment Standards Code
7.1 Intro

Key concepts
1. ESC has a purposive interpretation: interpret provision in light of the larger object of the act, the purpose is to
protect employees.
2. Any contracting out of Employment Standards Code is void (s. 4): look out for Ks attempting to evade ESC
3. ESC useful for short-term employees/employees: Provides an administrative mechanism to determine damages

7.2 Statutory minimums in the employ K (including rizzo)
Machtinger v HOJ Industries, 1992 SCC

Violating Statutory Notice Minimum- gave them nothing
Facts
- Two employees dismissed and K gave no notice, obviously under stat minimum.
Held
- The notice clauses are null and void for violating the minimum requirements of the act and the employee is entitled to
seek the common law notice period in addition to the statutory minimums.
Reasoning
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-

Violation of Minimums
o Clauses that give notice beneath the stat mins are null and void and can’t later be used as evidence of the
parties’ intention to limit the notice period to the lowest possible legal amount
o Common law notice period operates when a notice clause is found void, to incentivize ERs to comply w/ mins
- The Purpose of Employment Standards Is to remedy the unequal bargaining power between employers and
employees. An interpretation of the Act that encourages employers to comply with minimum standards and so
extends protection to as many employees as possible is to be preferred over one that does not.
Drafting Note: court says broadly state in K that “we ill comply with the provisions of the ESC”

Kosowan v Concept Electric, 2007 ABCA
Notice and Severance in Accordance with the ESA- don’t go broad, remember s.3
Facts
- Contract limits entitlement to severance and notice to those in accordance with the ESA. ER is broadly referring to the
code, presumably to pay only the minimums
Held:
- The employee is not barred from pursuing a civil remedy.
Reasoning
- Be careful how you refer to the code. If you just generally refer to it, it includes s. 3, which says codes doesn’t prevent
common law remedies
Drafting Note: explicitly refer to compliance with statutory minimum provisions
Examples
 The Employer may terminate this Agreement without cause by providing the Employee with written notice of
termination of this Agreement, subject to the Employer complying with its minimal obligations, if any, under the
Alberta Employment Standards Code.
 Joseph v. June Warren Publishing, [2007] A.J. No. 1224 (Prov. Ct. J.)
 In the event of termination of your employment, the required notice period (or pay in lieu of notice) will be limited to
the terms of Division 8 of the Alberta Employment Standards Code.
 Carrell v. Worley Parsons, [2008] A.J. No. 1383 (Prov. Ct. J.)

Rizzo v Rizzo Shoes, 1998 SCC
Statutory interpretation as protection in bankcy
Facts
- The company went bankrupt when creditor forced them into bankcy. Trustee did not want to pay severance because
it thought that a termination by bankruptcy was not a termination by the employer and so the provisions for
severance were not engaged. Bankruptcy ends employment by operation of law (radwan)
held
- The purpose of the act is to protect EE and make sure they have a “cushion” against the adverse effects of economic
dislocation. Interpretation should be broad. If court interpreted the law so that bankruptcy is not a termination by the
employer, then employees dismissed immediately before the bankruptcy and immediately after would be treated
differently for superficial reasons. The impetus behind the termination has no bearing on the employee’s ability to
cope with unemployment.
- Employees entitled to be unsecured creditors (in reality this is pretty poor standing)
- This decision affirmed in AB, Stanton v reliable printing
Reasoning
- Statutory Interpretation
o The words of the act are to be read in their entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary sense
harmoniously with the scheme of the act, the object of the act, and the intention of Parliament.
o Legislative history is an appropriate tool for determining the intention of the legislature.
o IA states that remedial acts shall receive fair, large, and liberal constructions and interpretation as will best
ensure the attainment of the object of the act according to its true intent, meaning, and spirit.
o Interpretations cannot produce absurd consequences.
 Absurd if it leads to ridiculous or frivolous consequences, or if it is incompatible with other
provisions or with the object of the legislative enactment.
- Employment Standards
o Severance and notice is premised on the need to protect employees from the fallout of termination.
- Common law damages – minimal chance you’ll get any money in bankcy with this claim. The stat mechanism, wage
earner protection plan is in place to address this gap. See handout from bankcy can if necessary.
- BIA caps unpaid wages at 2K, wage earner 4 weeks of EI.
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7.3 Early resignation
Smith v Hostess Frito-Lay, 1994 ABCA
Early Employee Resignation and Employer Termination
Facts
- S tendered his resignation and gave 8 months notice to help ER make the transition. The company terminated him and
provided only the statutory minimum (s.56). He sues for CL damages. ER argues s.59 prevents EE from sueing for
wrongful dismissal CL.
held
- The employee is entitled to pursue a civil remedy.
Reasoning
- Termination Subsequent to Resignation
o Termination within the employee’s given notice is a new event and creates a wrongful dismissal on the part of
the employer.
o ESA 59(3) does not act to bar the employee from pursuing a civil remedy, i.e. common law damages. This is
made clearer from ESA 9.

59(1) If an employee gives a termination notice that is the minimum notice required to be given by the employee and the
employer wishes to terminate the employee’s employment before the end of the employee’s notice period, the employer must
pay the employee an amount at least equal to the wages that the employee would have earned if the employee had worked the
employee’s regular hours of work for the remainder of the notice period given by the employee.
(2) If an employee gives a termination notice that is longer than the minimum notice required to be given by the employee and
the employer wishes to terminate the employee’s employment before the end of the employee’s notice period, the employer
must pay the employee an amount at least equal to the wages the employee would have earned if the employee had worked
the employee’s regular hours for the remainder of the termination notice period that the employer is required to give to the
employee under section 56.

7.4 Code complaint procedure
Why Bring a Claim under the Code as Opposed to CL?
o Cheaper, because do not need to hire a lawyer
o The speed with which the claim proceeds will be quicker
o Must move more quickly under the code, section 82(2)
o (2) A complaint may be made at any time while the employee is employed by the employer and, if the employee’s
employment is terminated, at any time up to 6 months after the date on which the employment is terminated
BUT
o Not entitled to CL damages, Damages limited to what is set out in the ESC, it also Limits your ability to appeal
STAGES AFTER TERMINATION VIA ESC
1. Employer terminates the employee. S. 55 (2)(a)
a. Termination notice is not required to terminate the employment of an employee for just cause
2. s. 55(2)(a) triggers s. 82(1)(a)
s. 82(1)(a)- an employee may make a written compliant to an officer saying that they’re entitled to earnings.
3. s. 84(1) Mediation by officer
84(1) An officer may mediate between an employer and an employee for the purpose of settling or
compromising differences between them and in doing so may…
4. 87(2) parties unable to mediate
87(1) If an officer determines that earnings are due to an employee and is unable to mediate, settle or
compromise the difference between the employer and employee, the officer must make an order requiring
the employer to pay to the employee, or to pay to the Director on behalf of the employee, earnings to which
the employee is entitled.
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5. 5.87(3) The employer or employee may appeal the order of the officer to an umpire
6. S.98 Appeal Process, s. 104 Form of award
7. 104(1) An umpire’s award must be in writing.
Sections
55(2)(a)  Just cause for termination  incorporates common law test
82(1)(a)  Complaint entitled to earnings
1  Termination pay is earnings
82(2)  6 month time limit for filing complaint
84(1)  mediation
87(2)  order to pay
57  Award for notice of termination
87(3)  appeal decision
101(1)  umpire is a judge
104(1)  umpire decision in writing

ECM Electric v Alberta (Employment Standards Officer)
Mitigation and Statutory Minimums, Code process
Facts
- The employee was allegedly dismissed with cause. The employee received new work a week later. EE wanted stat
mins, ER didn’t want to pay b/c he mitigated damages.
Application
- The employee is entitled to his entire statutory minimum, mitigation does not apply to stat minimums

Wong v Shell Canada, 1995 ABCA

ESA Review and Estoppel
Facts
- W was allegedly dismissed for cause (even if K says any breach of code is just cause, still a proportionality
assessment). W complained to the Employment Standards Branch for earnings under 82(1)(a) and was unsuccessful.
W then appealed the decision (s.88) and was similarly unsuccessful.
- Then he brings a civil claim. Nothing in the act precludes him from a civil remedy. But its not fair to duplicate, costs,
estoppell makes sense. Could call the employment standards process into disrepute. He also didn’t go for dispute
resolution. This means rich ppl have 2 shots and poor people only have one. That’s not fair
Held
- W is estopped from re-pursuing his claim with the courts. All three factors necessary for issue estoppel are present.
Reasoning
- Process
o The legislature has provided employees with a choice of forum: they can either pursue their claim through
Employment Standards or they can pursue their claim through the courts.
o ESC 97 The decision of the director/officer making the review is final and binding.
- Issue Estoppel:
o (1) The same question has been decided in a prior judicial decision.
o (2) The judicial decision was final (binding- doesn’t necessarily mean go all the way up, whether or not you
exercise right of appeal is different)
o (3) The parties to the judicial decision are the same persons as the parties to the proceedings in which the
estoppel is raised.
- Right of appeal
o Right of appeal not the same if youre an EE or ER, CA says this is strange. But EE has appeals where earnings
owed, ER doesn’t have this.

Danyluk v Ainsworth Technologies, 2001 SCC
Issue Estoppel: Discretion for fairness
Facts
- Same issue as wong (passed estop requirements) but it got the scc. D claims that she was owed $300K in commissions
from her employer. She filed a complaint with Employment Standards but started a suit in the courts before that
complaint was completed. Employment Standards consulted with her employer and never told D of the information
provided. They rejected her complaint and told the employer, but only told her 10 days later.
- D never appealed the Employment Standards decision.
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held
-

EE not estopped by employ standards decision, able to pursue courts, key factors included the size of her damages
(should be heard by judge), and the fact that she didn’t have legal advice.
- The application of estoppel is discretionary. The provision doesn’t make/intend to make the ESA an exclusive forum
(although that has since changed). The purpose of the legislation is to offer inexpensive resolution, so putting too
much weight on these decisions would incentivize parties to conduct full-blown trials and that would be counter to
the purpose. The existence of an appeal must be counted against D. Quick and inexpensive procedures may be
inadequate to deal with a complicated factual and legal question such as the present one. The officer was not legally
trained. D went to Employment Standards in a vulnerable position looking to secure her future. However, the crux of
the matter is that D has not had her claim properly considered and adjudicated.
Reasoning
- Issue Estoppel is within the court’s discretion, based on whether an injustice would be worked.
o Factors:
 Wording of the statute from which the power to issue the administrative order derives.
 Purpose of the legislation.
 Availability of an appeal.
 Safeguards available to the parties in the administrative procedure.
 Expertise of the administrative decision maker.
 Circumstances giving rise to the prior administrative proceedings.
 Potential injustice.

Gorden v CAM Distributors, 2002 ABQB
Selection of Forum
Facts
- G was hired as a manager. Nothing in his contract stated anything about overtime pay. Employee handbook states that
employees making over a certain amount do not get overtime (s.21). G made over that amount. G left and sued for
overtime through the courts because ESA would only consider the past 6 months and his claims extend back 2 years.
EE argues that s. 83(b) says officer can refuse complaint if EE proceeding elsewhere, including courts. s. 83(b) would
be meaningless if he couldn’t go to court.
Issue: can you pursue code entitlements through the courts?
Held: yes, G can pursue his claim for overtime through the courts.
Reasoning
- Proper Forum
o ESC 83 gives an officer the discretion to accept to investigate a complaint. Considerations include other
forums that an employee may pursue, or may have already pursued, the claim.
o The above section clearly contemplates that an employee may pursue claims arising under the ESC through
other forums such as the courts.
- Note: s. 21,23 about overtime payments, but part 2 doesn’t apply to some EE, see regs. Ex. Lawyers, managers, etc

7.5 Temporary lay off and bankcy procedure for EE
Vrana v Procor, 2004 ABCA
Temporary Lay-off
Facts
- V was temporarily laid off from his employment (s.62/3). Letter indicating temporary lay-off did not say for how long
or reference the relevant sections of the ESA. 6 weeks later, before the 60 day notice, V sues his employer for
constructive dismissal. ER says he repudiated contract first by sueing them first.
Application
- It was a breach of the contract for him to sue ER, but he was wrongfully dismissed on account of not receiving proper
notice.
Reasoning
- Temporary Lay-off
o ESA 62 allows employers to temporarily lay-off employees for 60 days.
o ESA 63(1) states that on the 60th day, the employee is considered terminated.
- Proper Notice of Temporary Lay-off (bad facts=bad law)
o Employers must notify their employee of a temporary lay-off; must cite the ESC 62, 63, and 64; and must
contain the effective dates.
o This is in keeping with the purpose of the ESC to recognize the salutary effect of open communication
between employer and employee and the need for both to understand their rights and obligations.
o Court doesn’t want to deal with the s. 3, s. 62 vortex, just goes with the unfair argument (essentially that s.3
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doesn’t prevent civil remedies, and the situation in s. 62 really could be constructive dismissal, it’s a unilateral
change to fundamental term, getting paid. But stat trumps CL)

Kennett v Superior Millwork, 2005, ABCA
Obligations of Purchaser in bankcy: Notice and Severance
Facts
- K was an employee of a company that was bought as a going concern by the defendant. K was never hired back on.
Question is whether s. 5 (deems employment continuous when purchased as a going concern) gives EEs a claim to sue
the new owners. Recall Radwan - unless an ER explicitly denies past service, previous employment exp will be
considered as part of the length of service w/Bardal factors.
- EE argues Rizzo, broad application of s. 5, vulnerability of job loss.
- Problem: s. 5 says for the purposes of the act, therefore, deemed continuity can only apply to stat mins.
Held: The EE is not entitled to common law damages from the purchaser of his former employer, the statute can’t be read
broadly enough for CL damages.
Reasoning
- Obligations of the Purchaser
o ESC 5 deems the employment of an employee to be continuous upon purchase of the employer by another for
the purposes of the Act. The above cannot be read so broadly as to entitle an employee to receive common law
damages from the purchaser.
o But doesn’t this contradict Radwan? Yup, looks like Radwan is saying s. 3 applies, and in this case they’re
saying it’s the vortex. Also consider radwan was dealing with an employer he’d worked for, talking about
applying previous businesses, here he wasn’t hired on.
Drafting Tips:
 Employers: if you are buying a business, and you do not want to keep employees, do not leave a gap of time.
 When you buy the business, indicate who you are not taking on AT THAT MOMENT.

Chapter 8: Human Rights
8.1 Introduction
-

Definition of discrimination: adverse impact on a protected ground
For physical disability note the interaction of s. 7 and s. 44(1)
o S.7 provides enumerated grounds on which to not discriminate
o S. 44(1)(l): takes a broad purposive approach.

8.2 Application of the act- partners
McCormick v Fasken, 2014 SCC
Partners and Employees
Facts
- M was an equity partner with Fasken. ER has a policy requiring the retirement of all equity partners at 65, that he
helped make and benefitted from. M brought an application to the HRC as an employee on basis of age discrimination.
- ER says he’s an ER, not EE, so HRA doesn’t apply. EE says s. 7 says “person”, broad language and should be read to
include him, it would allow firms to discriminate against partners
held
- M is a partner with control and input over his working conditions and remuneration. In fact, he benefitted financially
from the compelled retirement that he now wants overturned. Partners aren’t employees of partnership, they are
employers of themselves.
Reasoning
- Test for Employee Status
o Control and dependency: who is responsible for determining working conditions and financial benefits and
to what extent does a worker have an influential say in those determinations?
- Partners
o An entrepreneurial relationship among individuals agreeing to conduct business with each other.
o Partners generally have the right to participate in the decision-making process that determines their
workplace conditions and remuneration.
o Partnerships also typically have a high threshold for expulsion.
o Express statutory provisions will be required in order for human rights legislation to apply to partnerships
insofar as their partners are to be treated as employees. In general, partnerships DO NOT fall under human
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rights act.
Still, courts should always consider the substance of relationship to catch exceptions to the above analysis.

8.3 Bona Fide Occupational Requirement
Meiorin Grievance, 1999 SCC
Firefighter - Discrimination Based on Standards, bona fide occupational
Facts
- M was a firefighter that performed satisfactorily. She failed an aerobic test (one of four physical fitness tests) and was
dismissed. UVic developed the tests. The testing did not differentiate between men and woman and it converted
average observed performance into minimum standards. Indirect discrimination. Direct - discrim b/c you're XYZ
Indirect - neutrally applied rule that has a disproportionate impact on certain people based on prohibited grounds
Application
- The employer failed to establish undue hardship after she established PF discrimination. The failure due to lack of
evidence that the aerobic standard was required for safe and efficient performance of the firefighting tasks. No
demonstration that a standard more accommodating than the aerobic standard would pose an undue hardship. Give
her time to pass the test. She was reinstated and compensated for lost wages and benefits.
Reasoning
- Test for Discrimination
o (1) Complainant must establish prima facie discrimination based on a protected class.
o (2) Defendant must justify the use of the standard as a bona fide occupational requirement (BFOR).
 (a) rational connection: The standard is rationally connected to the performance of the job.
 The issue is the validity of the general purpose behind the standard.
 (b) good faith: The standard was adopted in an honest and good faith belief that it was necessary to
the fulfillment of that legitimate purpose.
 (c) reasonably necessary: The standard is reasonably necessary to the accomplishment of the
legitimate purpose.
 The employer must establish that it cannot accommodate the claimant and others adversely
affected by the standard without experiencing undue hardship.
 Consider the procedure employed in adopting the standard, and the content of a more
accommodating standard or the employer’s reasons for not using a more accommodating
standard.
 Relevant factors include:
o Costs of accommodation.
o Relative interchangeability of the workforce and facilities.
o Prospect of substantial interference with the rights of other employees.
- But, after this stage, there is still a duty for the employer to accommodate, to put them in a position where not
required to do what they cannot, based on their disadvantage
o Could provide employee extra training
- Duty to accommodate in (c)
o Duty to accomodaate has procedural and substantive requirements.
o procedural side, employer must do certain things to prove that it is attempting to accommodate.
 Ex: institute policy
 Speak with employer and figure out what they need
 Consider how you can accommodate the employee
 Calculate how much it will cost to implement an alternative for employee
 Consult with a professional
o On the substance side:
 Is this practical?
 Is this feasible?
 Is it safe?
 Does it unduly endanger the lives of others?
 Is it so expensive as to compromise the viability of the business?

Hydro-Quebec v Sydicat local 2000, 2008 SCC
Non culpable Absenteeism and Accommodation in HR context
Facts
- The employee suffered from a variety of medical issues over her 7 years of employment. She was absent for 960 days.
The employer had made attempts over the years to accommodate her disabilities. The employer had obtained a
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psychiatric assessment determining that her condition was unlikely to improve. Question is whether there is a bona
fide occupational requirement

Held:
- BFOR made out, ability to come into work every day. The dismissal was justified.
1. Is the requirement to show up to work rationally connected to the job? Yes.
2. Is this a good faith requirement, that people show up to work everyday? Yes.
3. Is it reasonably necessary for that reasonable goal? CA says its Not impossible to accommodate the employee.
SCC says: employer did accommodate, did not need to accommodate indefinitely. The purpose of accommodation isn’t to
change the employment duty in a fundamental way.
Reasoning:
- Undue Hardship
o Proof of undue hardship is required, not proof that it is impossible to integrate an employee that does not
meet a standard.
o Employers must be flexible in applying a standard if such flexibility enables the employee in question to work
and does not cause the employer undue hardship.
o The goal is to allow an employee who is able to work to do so, however, that does not mean that
accommodation can alter the essence of the employment contract: work in exchange for remuneration.
- Absenteeism
o If the employer can show that, despite measures taken to accommodate the employee, the employee will be
unable to resume their work in the reasonably foreseeable future, then the ER will have satisfied the test.
o The employers duties to accommodate end when the employee can no longer fulfill the basic obligations of
the employment contract for the foreseeable future.
- Time of Accommodation
o Must be assessed taking into account the entirety of the employment history.

Vantage Contracting v Marcil, 2004 ABQB
Age & disability Discrimination and Damages- appeal
Facts
- M was dismissed following an injury. He was older than 68. WCB had determined that he was able to recover and
return to work. He worked for Vantage during their contract with Esso. He was listed as a key employee.
- This is an appeal, discrimination already established. Now, on appeal, the standard is correctness (asks was there
discrimination and were the damages?)
- ER argues that he’s not actually disabled so can’t claim under code, but he was fired for it, so perceived disability is
just as legit, just because the ER was wrong, doesn’t get them out of action.
- EE wants to just pay reasonable notice, not the back wages since it had be like 3 years in process and RN is 16 months.
Held
- Discrimination finding correct, perceived disability equally legit. RN arg fails, employer should pay more here
discrimination, otherwise, ERs will just fire people for discriminatory reasons and won’t have recourse
- Vantage never even thought to accommodate M. No evidence that there was a shortage of work. Vantage did not
follow the proper procedure in terminating M (would have had to have sought the consent of Esso). No evidence that
M’s assignments were limited.
Reasoning
- Standard of Review
o Review on questions of mixed fact and law concerns the standard of correctness.
o Discrimination is a question of mixed fact and law.
o Damages are also a question of mixed fact and law.
- Discrimination
o Can be based on real or perceived disabilities.
o Mere business considerations cannot override human rights legislation.
- Damages for Discrimination
o Wrong to award damages for discrimination on exactly the same basis as they would be awarded for ordinary
termination of a contract of employment.

Brewer v FMC, 2006 ABQB

Allergy girl: Commissioner Decision
Facts
- B had a sensitivity to odors that caused physical symptoms. Not clear what the causes of the condition where. No
classification of the condition either. FMC had tried to accommodate her in the past. Requested medical records, but
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held
-

only given 2-year-old documents. Her doctor came and recommended a bunch of accommodations. Some were
already implemented, but others were effectively ignored.
She was moved to the 30th floor, but the recent renovations caused her problems and she left work. She went on shortterm disability but was rejected for long-term disability. An investigator dismissed B’s human rights complaint. The
commissioner then rejected the forwarding of the complaint to a human rights panel.

The commissioner erred in deciding that B did not have a disability. Just because medical science does not yet have a
classification for the condition, does not mean its not a disability.
- B was entitled to reject the investigators access to her doctors without her present, privacy concerns
- The lack of current medical records was never raised again by FMC and the investigator did not ask for one.
- FMC failure to institute the recommended accommodations and their experiment in moving B to the 30 th floor does
not represent accommodation to the point of undue hardship.
Reasoning
- Note from class that cumulative accommodation can amount to undue hardship
- Standard of Review
o Reasonableness is the standard for assessing whether the commissioner should have forwarded the
complaint to a human rights panel.
o Reasonableness means that the decision should stand up to a somewhat probing analysis.
o If the complaint concerns issues of credibility and conflicts of facts, it will probably be unreasonable for it not
to go to a panel.

Richards v Canadian National Railway, 2010 CHRT
Family Status Discrimination
Facts
- R is a divorced mother, 2 kids, in Jasper and working for CN. She was called to ‘protect’ work at Vancouver. She had 15
days to comply. She sent multiple letters stating that that would not work because she needed at least 90 days to alert
her ex husband to any move with the children. No response to the letters and no communication by CN. She was given
additional time to move. CN did not comply with their own policy regarding accommodation.
Held
- R’s family situation was deserving of accommodation.
- She has made a prima facie case that she was discriminated against on account of her family status
- CN did not attempt to accommodate to the point of undue hardship. They did not employ a good process of
investigation (really none at all) and ignored their own policies concerning accommodation. Providing extra time for
the move was not a meaningful response to R’s situation.
- R is reinstated pursuant to s. 53. CN must pay lost wages, pain and suffering ($15K), and damages for willful and
reckless discrimination ($20K).
Reasoning
- Protected Ground
o Family status must be interpreted broadly and liberally in keeping with the nature of human rights
legislation.
- Prima Facie Case
o A case that covers the allegations made and which, if they are believed, is complete and sufficient to justify a
verdict in the complainant’s favor in the absence of a response from the respondent.
- Accommodation/BFOR
o Requires an individualized assessment.
Test application
Step 1: Is this rationally connected to a workplace objective?
o The rule that you need transfer
Step 2: Is the rule in good faith?
o Based on seniority, does not specifically target parents. No bad faith here-Step 3: Was it reasonably necessary to the accomplishment of the legitimate purpose.
o Yes, seems reasonably necessary. You need conductors to move to Vancouver to physically ship stuff from port to
port. Instability is a part of the job—EEs know this—plus CN compensates its employees for this uncertainty.
Step 4: Has the employer accommodated to the point of undue hardship?
o Richards argues that CN has accommodated other employers on other grounds
o One example was a sick employee—who was not sent to Vancouver
o Another example—an employee who was taking care of sick family members—was not sent to Vancouver.
o CN did not respond to her letters, or start any process to determine feasibility or cost. Did not bother
o There was a failure of process in this case.
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CN argues that employees are well-compensated—so, should not allow Richards to be compensated but not do what
she is being compensated for.
o But, this argument doesn’t work because cannot simply compensate out of the Human Rights Code.
o Cannot just pay and then violate human rights.

Wright v College of Nurses, 2012 ABCS 267
-

nurse fired for stealing drugs and taking them
she want accommodation, addiction is a protected ground, but stealing isn’t
she stole, that was the basis for her termination, not covered

Stewart v Elk Valley Coal, 2013 ABCA

Drug Use and Discrimination
Facts
- S was terminated after testing positive for cocaine when he hit another truck on the job.
- The ER had a policy whereby employees could seek help with their drug use and addiction before accidents, but firing
would occur if they were discovered after accidents. S never sought help prior to the accident. He seems not to have
thought he was an addict until after the accident.
Held
- Terminated for cause
- S was found to have control over the use of drug consumption. He was therefore able to follow the policy prohibiting
drugs. CA says He was terminated for his failure to stop using drugs and his failure to disclose his drug use. This was
not because he’s an addict (this is dumb, this is why its going the SCC)
Reasoning
- Prima Facie Case
o There must be a link or nexus between the protected ground and the adverse treatment.
Discussion:
Policy considerations in this case: denial is a key part of addition, but workplace safety, other people on the job have the
right not to get killed by a guy high on coke.
Always ask yourself: is there an adverse impact on a protected ground?
Para 38: Taken together these authorities support the proposition that the test for prima facie discrimination includes some
consideration of whether that adverse treatment was based on stereotypical or arbitrary assumptions.
 If the policy is a good one, it should be saved as a bona fide occupational requirement.
 Adams hopes SCC will keep discrimination as the adverse effect approach to human rights. This issue should be dealt
with at the BFOR not at the human rights stage.
ONCA - struck down random drug testing
Found that it was too stringent. Terminating all EE's after a single breach of drug policy is too broad. Pre-employment drugtesting shows the same problem - one positive test does not show a predisposition for future use.

Alberta (Human Rights Commission) v Kellogg Brown & Root, 2007 ABCA

Drug Testing
Facts
- KBR had a pre-and post-employment drug testing policy. C was not hired because he failed a pre-employment drug
test for weed. EE argues he’s being treated as an addict even though he isn’t, so he’s being discriminated against for a
perceived disability recall. But nobody at KBR thought the C was addicted to marijuana.
held
- Policy isn’t discriminatory. KBR’s policy did not perceive C to be a drug addict. Rather, it perceived him to be a safety
risk in an already dangerous workplace. They were concerned about a safety risk. Problem here: we only have
evidence of drug from 5 days ago, this is assuming some continued use based on one failed test. If you're presuming
future use on the basis of one failed test, it must be because there is some perception of addiction
Reasoning
- Drug Testing
o Drug testing aimed at reducing workplace accidents by prohibiting workplace impairment is rational.
o In the specific instance of marijuana, there is evidence that the effects of marijuana linger for some time after
use. Testing is for the real effects on marijuana users and not the perceived effects of marijuana addicts.
- Standard of Review
o Human rights panels are to be accorded deference on matters of fact.
- Complaint on Behalf of Others
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The AHRA allows for complaints to be raised on behalf of others.
The complaint does not need to be perfectly plead, but it must be reasonably clear so that the respondent can
meet the case.

Lockerbie v Alberta (Human Rights Commission), 2011 ABCA
Concept of Employer in the Human Rights Context
Facts
- L was a contracted out to work on a site. Denied access to a job site because he failed a drug test. He worked for
Lockerbie, but Syncrude owned the job site. Syncrude required compliance with its policy before coming onto the job
site, so Lockerbie fires him because he isn’t complying with syncrude’s standard.
Application
- L’s relationship was too remote to make Syncrude a co-employer, no contractual relationship with the worksite
company. Syncrude was merely determining who can and cannot enter its private property.
- His employer fired him because he couldn’t do the job he was hired for, not because of the drug use.
- Problem with this:
o What if you didn't let Jews onto your land, and hired a contractor. This is legal. You can hire a contractor and
put any stipulations on it.
Reasoning
- Employer Under Human Rights Legislation
o Factors include:
 Whether there is another, more obvious employer.
 Where remuneration comes from.
 Normal indicia of employment, e.g. contracts.
 Who has control over the employee.
 Who directly benefits from the employee.
 The integration of the employee.
 The perceptions of the parties as to employer.
 Whether the arrangement is deliberately structured to avoid statutory responsibilities.
o Where it is alleged that there is more than one co-employer:
 The nexus between co-employer and employee, e.g. whether there is a direct contractual
relationship.
 The level of independence between co-employer and employer.
 The nature of the relationship between employer and co-employer, e.g. is the employer a mere labour
broker or genuine contractor.
 The control exercised by the co-employer.
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